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The “Melotte”
the

Separator that won't Ifoear out.

Why the Melotte is the most popular cream
separator among the farmers of Canada:
The Melotte will save its own cost in less than one
year.
It will run for years without requiring the smallest
repair.
It is the EASIEST RUNNING separator made;
even our competitors will admit this.
It is the only separator with a free hanging bowl
which makes it practically frictionless.
It will skim as clean after years of daily use as it
does in the beginning.
It will outwear any other separator on the market.
Send for our 1909 illustrated catalogue or art
calendar.

R. A. LISTER & CO.

Limited

58-60 STEWART ST., TORONTO,

CAN.
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A Good Investment
TF a manure spreader were of value only'as a labor saver, it would be indispensable for that
one purpose.
its importance.

But when its aid in producing- big crops is considered, you can readily see

With a—CORN

KING, Return Apron Spreader
CLOVERLEAF, Endless Apron Spreader

every load of manure you have can be made to go twice as far as with the wagon and
pitchfork method of spreading.
At that rate, how much money is lost and how much could
be saved by using the spreader?
Consider it from another basis—how much would the in¬
crease in the crop yield amount to?
One of these spreaders is a good investment any way
you look at it, and now is the time to make the investment.
The Corn King and Cloverleaf spreaders are made so simple, strong and durable, that
one of them will strongly appeal to you.

The International local agent will tell you all about the
I. H. C. spreader handles. If you prefer, write for catalog.
Eastern Canadian Branches:—LON DON, MONTREAL, OTTAWA, ST. JOHN, HAMILTON.

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER

COMPANY OF

AMERICA

(Incorporated)

CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

Bank of Montreal
ESTABLISHED
Incorporated
Capital (all paid up),
Rest,
Undivided Profits,

Head

-

Office,

by

Act

of

1817.
Parliament.
$14,400,000.00
11,000,000.00
903,530.20

Montreal

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Rt. Hon. Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal, G.C.M.G., Honorary President
Hon. Sir George A. Drummond, K.C.M.G., President
E. S. Clouston, Esq., Vice-President.
A. T. Paterson, Esq., E. B. Greenshields, Esq., Sir William C. Macdonald, R. B. Angus, Esq.
James Ross, Esq., R. G. Reid, Esq., Hon. Robt. Mackay.
E. S. CLOUSTON, General Manager.
The Bank of Montreal has Branches and Agencies all over the Dominion and in Foreign
Countries. Its customers are guaranteed prompt and courteous attention.

H. LOCKWOOD, Manager at Guelph.
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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THE

15he Royal
Military College
HERE are few national institutions of more
value and interest to the country than the
Royal Military College at Kingston.
At the
same time its object and the work it is accom¬
plishing are not sufficiently understood by the
general public.
The College is a Government institution, de
signed primarily for the purpase of giving the
highest technical instructions in all branches
of military science to cadets and officers of
Canadian Militia. In fact it is intended to take
the place in Canada of the English Woolwich
and Sandhurst and the American West Point.
The Commandant and military instructors
are all officers on the active list of the Imperial
army, lent for the purpose, and in addition
there is a complete staff of professors for the
civil subjects which form such a large propor
tion of the College course. Medical attendance
is also provided.
Whilst the College is organized on a strictly
military basis the cadets receive in addition to
their military studies a thoroughly practical
scientific and sound training in all subjects
that are essential to a high and general modern
education.
The course in mathematics is very complete
and a thorough grounding is given in the sub
jects of Civil Engineering. Civil and Hydrogra
phic Surveying, Physics, Chemistry, French and
English.
The strict discipline maintained at the College
is one of the most valuable features of the
system.
In addition the constant practice of gymnas
tics, drills and outdoor exercise of all kinds,
ensures good health and fine physical condition.
Seven Commissions in His Majesty’s regular
army are annually awarded as prizes to the
cadets.
Three Commissions in the Permanent Force
will be given annually, should vacancies exist,
to the graduating class, viz.:—Every year one
in the Infantry; and each alternate year:
One in the Engineers and one in the Horse
Artillery.
One in the
Cavalry
or
Mounted Rifles
and one in the Garrison Artillery.
Further, every three years a Commission in
the Ordnance Corps will be given to the gradu
ating class.
Three 2nd class clerkships, or appointments
with equivalent pay, will be offered annually
to the graduating class, such appointments to
be in the following Departments, viz.:—Public
Works, Railways and Canals, Inland Revenue,
Agriculture and Interior.
The length of the course is three years, in
three terms of 9y2 months’ residence each.
The total cost of the three years’ course, in
eluding board, uniforms, instructional material,
and all extras, is from $750 to $800.
The annual competitive examination for ad
mission to the College will take place at the
headquarters of the several military districts
in which candidates reside, in May of each year.
For full particulars of this examination or
for any other information, application should be
made as soon as possible, to the Secretary of
the Militia Council, Ottawa, Ont.; or to the
Commandant, Royal Military College, Kingston.
Ont.
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“Quality”
IN

SEEDS
Nothing but the best for YOU
Ask for samples and prices of Clovers
and Grasses.
SEEDS FOR THE FARM
SEEDS FOR THE GARDEN
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Geo. Keith & Sons
124 King St. East, Toronto, Ont.

Where the O. A. C. is printed.

AdvertiserJob Dept*
LONDON,

ONTARIO

Long Distance Phone

One-Seven-Five

REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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A Reliable
Helper
That’s what thousands of farmers call
the I. H. C. engine—a reliable helper
—the best hired man.
• ^ecause
is always a convenient source of economical power—works right day or
night, summer or winter, for anybody—you or your boy.
They are built on right lines, and made so simple and easy to understand that nothing
but neglect or misuse can put them out of action.
Their many sizes and styles adapt them to ali farm uses—operating the sheller, grinder,
thresher, shredder, fanning mill, churn, separator, pump, saw, grindstone, fodder cutter,
washing machine, etc.
I. H. C. vertical engines made in 2, 3, and 25-horse power.
Horizontal (portable and stationary), in 4, 6. 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20-horse power.
Gasoline traction in 10, 12, 15 and 20-horse power.
Famous Air-cooled Engines in 1 and 2-horse power.
Also Famous sawing, spraying and pumping outfits. A complete line of Famous selfcontained engines mounted on skids or ready for mounting by the purchaser.
Call on International local agent for catalog and particulars, or write the home office.
Valuable book, “300 Years of Power Development/’ sent on request.
Eastern Canadian Branches:—LONDON, MONTREAL, OTTAWA, ST. JOHN, HAMILTON.

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER

COMPANY

OF

AMERICA

(Incorporated)

CHICAGO,

OFFICIAL
.

...

U. S. A.

CALENDAR

.....".

department
OF

EDUCATION
March.
1.
Inspectors’ Annual Reports to Department, due.
(On or before 1st March).
Annual Reports from High School Boards, to Department, due.
(This includes the
Financial Statement).
(On or before 1st March).
Financial Statement of Teachers’ Associations to Department, due.
(On or before
1st March).
Separate School supporters to notify Municipal Clerks. (On or before 1st March).
31. Night Schools close (Session 1907-1908). Reg. 16. (Close 31st March).
April:
1.
Returns by Clerks of counties, cities, etc., of population, to Department, due.
[P. S.
Act, sec. 73].
(On or before 1st April).
8 High Schools, second term, and Public and Separate Schools close. (Thursday before
Easter Sunday).
9. Good Friday.
12. Easter Monday.
13. Annual Meeting of the Ontario Educational Association at Toronto.
(During Easter
Vacation).
15. Reports on Night Schools due (Session 1908-1909).
(Not later than the 15th April).
19. High Schools, third term, and Public and Separate Schools open after Easter Holi¬
days.
(Second Monday after Easter Sunday).
May:
1. Arbor Day. (1st Friday in May).
21. Empire Day. (1st school day before 24th May).
24. Victoria Day (Monday).

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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Scientific Apparatus
and Supplies
Microscopes, All Styles.
Microscope, Dissecting .... ..$2
Magnifier, Tripod .
Linen Tester, Magnifier .........
Dissecting Set, 5 instruments in
case ....... .. 1

C.

REVIEW.

Windmills!
Towers girted
every five feet
apart and double
braced.
Grain Grinders.
Pumps.
Tanks.
Gas and Gasoline
Engines.
Concrete Mixers.

50
45
25
25

Biological Lantern Slides, Conrad
Series.
We
carry
a
complete
stock
of
Chemical and Physical Apparatus and
Supplies, Art Supplies, Manual Train¬
ing- Supplies, Maps, Globes, Charts,
Atlases, etc.
Write for catalogue of the line you
are interested in.

The Geo. M. Hendry Co.

Write for
Catalogues.

Limited

Successors to the Steinberger Hendry
Co. and the Dominion School
Supply Co., Ltd.
20 Temperance

St.

-

Toronto,

Goold,$hapley&Muir Go.

Ont.

LIMITED

BRANTFORD,

Does Your Pen Corrode?

CAN ADA.

If so, why not try

River Series,The Flowing Pen?
They are finished in best possible manner, making them almost non-COPPOSive, and
our customers say they last three or four times longer than any other they have ever used.
Send eight cents for samples of twenty different styles and be convinced.
CANADIAN

AGENTS

THE BENSON JOHNSTON CO. LIMITED,
Office Furniture and Supplies.

STRATFORD, ONT.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements,
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TAKE WARNING—its richness and fertility cannot last
indefinitely. Brother Farmer, are you working on a definite
plan to turn back to the soil the fertility you take from it? if
not you will mightily regret it, or your sons will. Eighty loads of
hay means a depreciation yearly of $408. Putting it back by hand
—the old, hard, back-breaking way—is discouraging, slow work,
and never well done. The time of yourself and your hired man,
and increase of crops, will in two years pay for a

CHAMPION MANURE SPREADER
A stronger, more durable machine there cannot be found in the Domin¬
ion. Has rigid, stiff-braced sills and frame: also solid cold-rolled steel,
rear power axle, 21-8 inches in diameter. Light draft, uniform spreading
by beater and apron through pulverizing rake driven by large sprocket
wheel and worm gear, are only a few features out of a score that make the
Champion a money-maker for you. We cannot tell all the good news about
this Spreader here, but we have done it with photos and interesting descrip¬
tions in booklet, “How to Feed Your Crops” and Catalog T ” Send for them.
Both free, and very valuable to every farmer. Ask our local agent to show
you our Champion Manure Spreader, He’ll answer any questions asked.

The Frost & Wood Co., Ltd., Smith’s Falls, Cam

3
IFROSL

‘CHAM!

A HIGH-GRADE ESTABLISHMENT FOR THE

PRINTING

Of CATALOGS, BOOKS and
COMMERCIAL JOB WORK

Society and College Work a Specialty

R. G. McLEAN
Phones, Main 637-638.

26-34 Lombard St., TORONTO

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
JAMES
66

RAMSEY

Guelph’s Ladies’ Store”

We Make a Specialty of Ladies9
Ready=to = Wear Goods and Millinery
Ready*to* Wear—We are agents in Guelph for the celebrated
“Northway Garments.” These garments have the best style and are
the b£st fitting and best finished of any garments made in Canada.
Millinery—Our Millinery is showing a very large variety of trimmed
Hats, and every conceivable kind of trimming and untrimmed hats.

JAMES RAMSEY.

THE WHITE HOUSE

i

The People’s Store
STUDENTS.

LADY STUDENTS.

We beg to extend to the students of the O.
A. C. a hearty invitation to visit our store at
any time, and should you wish to make any
purchases we shall be glad to offer you our best
efforts. We carry a big assortment of men’s upto-date requirements, such as Men’s Ready-toWear Clothing, Shirts. Collars, Ties, Hats, Caps,
Underwear, etc.
We are also agents for the
famous Broadway Ordered Clothing. We £ire at
present showing a wide range of clothes in all
the newest designs at prices much lower than
for the ordinary kind.
Suits made to your
measure in first-class style and fit for $15.00.
Satisfaction guaranteed every time.

We take much pleasure in extending to the
lady students of the MacdonaUi Institute a
cordial invitation to visit our store.
You will find our place of ppsiness interesting
as an evidence of modern jlry goods. It would
be impossible in this space to describe our im¬
mense stock of goods, tout will only mention in
a general way sorpp of the departments.
Dressmaking Department—Under the
man¬
agement of Miss Stephenson, who has had a
large experience in high class Dressmaking,
and is an authority on correct styles.
Prices
moderate.
Millinery Department—Now in full swing,
with all the latest styles.
Ladies’ Ready-to-Wear Department—Is now
at its best. “Novi-Modi” Costumes, Swell Jac¬
kets direct from Berlin, Germany and London,
England.
Skirts and Blouse Waists in all the
newest designs.
A visit to our store will well
repay you.

We will be pleased to submit samples and
estimates for any special orders—such as
College Caps, Penants, etc.

BENOR, SCOTT & CO.
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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Successful farmers have learned through experience never to economize
in Seeds at the expense of Quality.

The unquestioned superiority of

STEELE, BRIGGS’
“GOVERNMENT

STANDARD”

CLOVfR AND TIMOMY
SHOWS UP BEST IN COMPARISON WITH OTHERS EVERY TIME
Our Motto: “Quality First.”
OUR

HIGHEST

QUALITY

BRANDS

ARE

“LION” Red Clover
“CONDOR” Alsike Clover
“SNOWFLAKE” Timothy
We offer
Clover,

priced

“Tiger,”

Alsike

Clover,

“Stork,”
“Seal”

with

Act,

“Wolf”

and

the

“Lynx,”

All

and

“Beaver,”
our

requirements
are

Red

“Hawk”

“Martin,”

“Ermine.”

and

“Brands”

“Eagle,”

Timothy,

and

comply
Seed

lower

Seeds
of the

unsurpassed,

if

equalled, for High Purity and Germina¬
tion

and are sent out in sealed bags.

Ask Your Dealer for Steele, Briggs’ “High Purity” Seeds
and secure the highest quality obtainable.
sold by leading merchants everywhere.
keep

them

send to

us direct.

Note

Our Special “Brands” are
If your local dealers don’t
our

“Brands”

of

Quality.

Steele, Briggs Seed Co.
i_i ivi nreiD

TORONTO, ONT.

HAMILTON, ONT.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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The Farmer and the Combines

E

BY W. L. SMITH.

VERYTHING the Canadian farm
er has to sell is sold in open com
petition with the whole world.

at in another way.

The strongest com

pany Avill fix a price list and all other
companies engaged in the same form of

This must necessarily be so as long

industry are warned that if they go

as this country has a surplus of food

below the limit so fixed the strongest

stuffs to dispose of, and Avhile Great

concern will declare commercial war,

Britain, the greatest importer of food,

with price-cutting as the weapon used,

maintains the open door.
For a generation past, at least, the

and drive them out of business.

farmer has not had the benefit of world

existence that would not enter into a

Occasionally a firm has come into

wide competition among sellers when

combination and that refused to allow

purchasing

other firms to fix its selling price.

manufactured

articles

which he required on his farm or in his
home.

Latterly he has found compe

tition practically non-existent.

Many

Canadian manufacturers, protected by

The

results, so far as the imprudent one
was concerned, have, I believe, been
uniformly disastrous.

A war of prices

has followed, which has, I believe, in

the tariff against British and foreign

every

rivals, have made such arrangements

drive the interloper from the field or

case

been

sufficient

to either

that different factories manufacturing

to

the same line of goods charge exactly

fixed by those who had made war.

the same price.

enforce

the

acceptance

of

terms

In several instances

The effect of such conditions need

hard and fast agreements have been
made
under which
all
companies

hardly be dwelt upon. The elimination

named in the agreement
under

heavy

financial

are bound,

penalties,

to

abide by uniform quotations in selling,

of competition

removes

improvement.

When,

incentive
by

to

means of

combination, a profit is ensured on the
output of even an antiquated factory,

and in addition to this to so limit pro

operated

duction that demand will be kept fully

there is no special inducement to effort

under

out-of-date

methods,

abreast of supply and all temptation to

calculated to increase output or cheap

price-cutting be thereby removed.

en cost of production.

In

some lines the same object is arrived

Instead of con

stant striving and advancement there is

THE
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also the weakening of the moral fibre

the combine recently found it neces
sary to sue a jobber for $50,000 worth

that always occurs when an individual

of wall paper supplied.

or an industry is led to trust to the pro
tection of a tariff, aided by a combina

up the plea that the company, beingpart of a combination in restraint of

tion formed under cover of that tariff,

trade, and as such acting in violation

for a business security which ought to

of the Sherman Anti-Trust law, could

be attained by skill, enterprise and in

not invoke the law for the protection of

d us try.
So far as the consumer is concerned,

its interests.

The contention of the job

ber was last month sustained by the

the effect of what has been going on is

United States

painfully apparent.

Court’s

Canada is becom

The jobber set

Supreme

decision

Court.

declared,

in

The
effect,

ing in many respects, one of the dearest

that the company which sued, being

countries in the world in which to live.

part of an illegal organization, was an

Ready-made clothing costs more than

outlaw and therefore could not use the

made-to-order suits would cost if the

law for the enforcement of its contracts,

tariff on British woolens and cottons

or the collection of its debts.

did not stand in the way of importa

der, with such a law in existence, and

tion. For enamelled-ware fully twice as

enforced in this way, that the trust

No won

much is demanded here as in Germany.

evil does not flourish so fully in the

Canadian users of boots, shoes and rub

United States as it does in Canada.

bers

have to

pay

prices

just

about

We have plenty of law in this conn

equal to the duty in excess of those

try, too, but it is not enforced.

which American users of the same ar

Criminal Code provides penalties for

The

tides are charged.

the maintenance of organizations such

In the United States, which is also

as everybody knows to exist, but it is

under a protective tariff, an effort has

allowed to remain almost a dead letter.

been made to organize combinations

Some prosecutions begun under it have

in different lines of industry, but that

been

effort has not been so successful as

some three years ago, is, at this writ

with us.

The country is bigger, and

there are more factories in a single line.
That is one reason why the work of

abandoned.

ing, still

One,

dragging its

commenced

weary

length

through the courts.
The law is supposed to provide an

the trust organizer has not been an

other means

easy one across the line.

given the Dominion Government in all

American
forcers

law

have

makers

and

discouraged

cious form of activity.

Moreover

Authority is

en

cases in which a combine is shown to

perni

have been formed for the purpose of
preventing domestic competition, to

law

this

of relief.

Some time ago

a combination was formed for the pur

abolish or reduce the duty on imports

pose of controlling the business of man

which would compete with the home

ufacturing wall paper in the United

combination.

States.

Each company in the combina

up by the Toronto Star which shows

tion was left to operate its own busi
ness and make its own sales, but a

that home combinations have been
formed, that competition has been elim

joint committee fixed prices and limit

mated, but still the Dominion Govern

ed output.

ment makes no move looking to re

One of the companies in

Evidence has been piled

THE
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is the fact that steps are now under

plained of.
The situation is, however, far from

way looking to

hopeless.

wan Grain Growers’ Associations and

There is the most gratifying

a

federation of the

Grange, the Manitoba and Saskatche

evidence that farmers are at last awak

the Alberta organization.

ing to the need of effective effort for

work has been completed, and it looks

their own protection in this and other

as

respects.

As a result we find the mem

within the present year, farmers will

bership of the Grange in Ontario in

be able to compel all Governments to
take notice of their just demands. In

creasing by leaps and bounds.

As a

if consummation will

When this
be

reached

further result we have, within the past

helping on the work of union, and in

few weeks, Avitnessed a union of the

promoting

Alberta Farmers’ Association and the

generally, students and ex-students of

Society of Equity, with a joint mem
bership of 5,000. Most gratifying of all

the O. A. College can do a most useful
work.

agricultural

organization

LIFE.
Mysterious Life!

We speak as if we knew

What meant this vortex:

Ah, what does it mean?

A spirit of unrest is Life—hath been
Alluring made with many-tinted hue.
From darkest chasm it lifts man to a peak
Where he may see ideal flowers blow;
But as he learns to love them, it will show
Him other heights that he is forced to seek.
Enchantress, Disenchantress,—both in one!
Surrounding us to-day with dazzling light.
To-morrow hiding every ray of sun
Till we are sunk in the abyss of night.
The oracles are dumb:

Whate’er Life be,

Man walks by faith alone;

he cannot see.
—Mary Morgan.

THE
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Ditching Machines

O

BY W. H. DAY, B.A.

NE of the greatest hinderarices
to nnderdrainage

in

In cases where the ground is hard

Ontario

enough to need picking there are two

to-day is the slowness and the

implements now on the market which
facilitate the digging very materially.

high cost of existing methods of dig
ging the

trench.

Especially is

this

true during the dry part of the year,

The

“pick-plow,”

manufactured

by

various plow companies, has under ac

when the ground is hard, when the

tual test been shown to reduce the cost

spade is of no avail, and the pick and

of digging forty-one and two-thirds per

shovel must be resorted to.

cent, below the cost when the hand

During

SIDE VIEW OF DITCHING MACHINE.

the months of July, August and Sep

pick was

tember ditching operations are practi

manufactured by the Wilkinson Plow

used.

The

ditching plow

cally at a standstill because, owing to

Co. is also said to work very well and

the extreme hardness of the ground

lessen the cost materially, but I have

the diggers cannot “make wages,” and

no figures as to the exact percentage.

a

But even these are not fast enough,

higher price in the summer than that

and for many years the need of a ditch

the farmers are unwilling to pay

for which the work can be done in

ing

spring or fall when the ground is soft,

Many have been tried, but none manu

machine

has

been

keenly

felt.

and so the operations are held back.

factured in Canada has passed the trial
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stage with sufficient distinction to lead

smooth sides, true to grade, and ready

to

for the
ground.

its

general

use,

and

few

in the

United States. At present writing I
know of only one which has anything
of a history.

The Buckeye Traction

tile in one transit over the
The soils in which they hap

pened to be working were ideal for
ditching machines, one a loam and the
other a

heavy

Ohio, of which two cuts are shovvn, has

stones.

For stony or gravelly land a

been on the market for about twelve

special machine, with steel pinions, and

years.

steel cutters and “rooters” is manufac

Ditcher,

manufactured

at

Findlay,

At first it was very imperfect

clay, both

free from

and met with but indifferent success,

timed.

so much so that in 1904 when I saw

ture has one, and it has given them

The Cornell College of Agricul

DITCHING MACHINE AT WORK.

one of them at one of the American

good

Experiment Stations it was not repre

claimed by those who have used them

sented to me as satisfactory.

Since

that it has been very much improved
and the later models are giving good
satisfaction.

results

in

stony

land.

It

is

that they dig from 90 to 100 rods a day
on an average.
Perhaps

the method of

operation

may be understood from the cuts, ex

In October last it was my privilege

cept the means by which a true grade

to see two of these machines working

is obtained even over rough ground.

and their performance was very credit
able. They travel slowly, digging as

The digging wheel is so hung that it

they go.

raised as the engine sinks.

One could not wish for a bet

ter trench, straight, uniform in width,

may be lowered as the engine rises, or
tached

to the

An arm at

frame of the

digging

THE
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erated in an intermittent way in Essex

and the operator sighting over it keeps

County for three years.

it just in line with the cross-heads set
along- the ditch. The line over them is

hoped that others will be tried this
year, and that their work will become

parallel with the ditch-bottom, and if

so well and favorably known that they

the

as

will come into general use, for the price

must

of ditching in most parts of Ontario

true.
One of these machines has been op

would be materially reduced by their
adoption.

it
be

arm
may

is

kept

easily

be,

in

this

the

line,

grade

It is to be

Dairy Instruction in the Province
of Ontario
BY GEORGE A. PUTNAM, DIRECTOR OF

W

DAIRY

INSTRUCTION

FOR

ONTARIO.

HILE the present system of

the western portion of the Province,

sending specialists in cheese

while Messrs. Jas. Whitton and Bissell

making and butter - making

acted as instructors in Eastern Ontario.

to all factories and creameries in the

The late Hon. Thos. Ballantyne who

of

did more to advance the dairy industry

manufacture, for the purpose of assist

than any other individual in Ontario

Province,

throughout

the

season

ing the makers in producing a more

in the eighties for a year or two years,

uniform and better quality of cheese

at least, bore the expense of sending a

and butter, inspecting the factories for

specialist in cheese-making to visit a

sanitary

condition,

and advising the

number of factories in Western

On

patrons in the care and handling of the

tario, believing that the ultimate sue

raw material, is a development of re

cess of the industry was largely depend

cent years, we find that, as far back as

ent upon quality and uniformity, which

1879, the

Western Ontario employed Professor

could best be secured by sending an
up-to-date man from factory to factory

Dairymen’s Association of

L. B. Arnold, of New York State, to

throughout the season of manufacture.

go from factory to factory with a view

At the annual meeting of the Western

of assisting the makers in introducing

Association, held February, 1884, the

methods of manufacture with a view

Hon. Mr. Ballantyne stated:—“I know

of improving the quality and establish

some places where the goods were of

ing a uniformity in the product.

Pro

the poorest description, and the maker

fessor J. B. Harris, of Antwerp, New

was desirous of having Professor Har

York, was engaged by the Dairymen’s

ris come, and the cheese were much

Association

better from the first day of Professor

of

Eastern

Ontario,

to

carry on similar work in 1880, 1881 and

Harris’ visit to the factory until the

1882.

end

In 1883 his field of labor was in

of

the

season.

If

our

funds
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would admit of it, it would be a good

him to make periodical visits and to

thing to employ a number of instruc

establish

tors so that they could be all the time

ment which had not been manifest up

a

uniformity

to this time.

about the factories; it would pay.”
While it was considered wise on the

and

improve

The experiment proved

so successful that in the following year,

part of the officers of the Dairymen’s

1903, we had for the first time a chief

Associations to secure instructors from

instructor for both Eastern and West

New York State during the years 1879-

ern Ontario, whose duty it was to keep

1883 inclusive, it is a matter of congra

in close touch with the instructors em

tulation to Canadians that it has never

ployed by the Associations and to di

been thought necessary either by the

rect them along uniform lines, thus es

Associations or the Department of Ag

tablishing*

riculture to go outside of the Province
for specialists in this branch of dairy

cally the whole of the Province.

education.

O11 the other hand, many

of our best men have been sought as
commissioners,

teachers

and

instruc

tors in dairying by many states of the

a

system

covering

practi
The

two Chief Instructors were officially
appointed by the Provincial
ment of Agriculture.
In

1904

the

instruction

Depart

work

as

sumed such large proportions, that the

Union, the British Isles, New Zealand,

Department of Agriculture decided to

Australia and other countries.

relieve the Dairymen’s Associations of
the financial burden and made an appro

Dairy instruction was carried on by
the Dairymen’s Associations to a
greater or less extent and with much

priation for the payment of 32 regular

benefit to the industry, throughout all

instructors and two chief instructors,
one for Eastern Ontario and one for

the years from 1879 until in 1901 we

Western Ontario.

find eight men employed by the Asso

sired assistance were required to pay

ciation of Eastern Ontario and three in

ten dollars to the Department of Agri

Western

culture for the services rendered. This

Ontario.

The

creameries

Factories which de

were also receiving instruction at this

did not cover quite one-third of the

time. We find in that year for the first

total outlay of over $23,000 for the sea

time that the work of the instructors

son. The factories were arranged in syn

was recognized by the patrons as edu

dicates or groups and each instructor

cational rather than that of detectives.

was held responsible through the chief

The time devoted to the patrons was

instructor for the work in his district.

for the purpose of instructing them in

The work was

the

ever before

care

and

handling

of

the

milk

better arranged than

and

improvements

were

rather than in an endeavor to detect

more marked.

skimming, watering or the keeping of

lar work of instruction 136 meetings

strippings for home use.

were held during the summer months.

decided

step

in

This was a

advance.

In

1902,

At

these

In addition to the regu

meetings

the

instructors

ciation in Eastern Ontario and nine in

were enabled to give the producers in
formation as to the best methods of

Western Ontario.

handling their milk, the necessity for

three men were employed by the Asso
I11 this year two

groups or syndicates were formed, and

an improved water supply, etc.

a man placed in direct charge of a lim

improvements in factories during the

ited number of factories.

season amounted to $158,000, many of

This enabled

The
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these being made at the suggestion of

any change whatever.

the instructors.
In 1905 we find 37 instructors with
two chief instructors. Eight hundred

instructors in an independent position
which they did not enjoy before. It

and eleven factories were included in

torymen were paying a portion of the

the groups and 239 meetings were held.

expenses of instruction, that the instruc

The Dairy Schools at Kingston and
Guelph gave a 10-days’ course, spe

tors hesitated to make demands or to-

daily for the benefit of the instructors.

otherwise have made had they been

This enabled them to receive instruc

entirely independent.

tion upon the most improved methods

poorer factories received the same at
tention as the larger and more pros,

and to carry it on to the makers
throughout the country, and tended to
greater uniformity.
The Provincial Legislature, in 1906,
passed an Act requiring that all cheese

This placed the

can easily be seen that when the fac

offer

suggestions which

perous ones,
greater

with

uniformity

they

would

Then again the

the

result

was

that a

established

than was found possible under the old
system.

factories and creameries be kept in a

I11 Eastern Ontario 178 factories re

clean and sanitary condition and made

ceived instruction for the first time in

provision for the appointment of in

1907, and a few factories in Western

spectors upon the recommendation of

Ontario which had not up to this date

the Minister of Agriculture.

been included in the instruction work

Accord

ingly two men were appointed to en

were visited for the first time.

We

force this law, and the result was that

find 1,182 factories and 99 creameries,

much improvement was made in whey

receiving regular visits

tanks, drainage, and the general sur

structors and a definiteness of purpose

roundings of factories.

and uniformity which had not existed

We also see

in this year an increased number of
curd tests being made with the object
of tracing

undesirable

flavors which

from

the

in

previously.
Regular instructors were all clothed
with the power of sanitary inspectorsr

developed in the manufacture of the

which proved of great assistance in

cheese.

having' the sanitary conditions of the

The

season

of

1907

witnessed

other decided step in advance.
this

time

the

factories

an

Up to

desiring the

factories

improved.

Heretofore they

had been in a position only to make
suggestions and

requests.

Now they

services of instructors were required

were in a position to demand those im

to pay a portion of the expenses con

provements and alterations which were

nected
this

therewith.

system

was

The
that

weakness in
the

factories

necessary to place the premises in a
sanitary condition.

and

Up to this time the instructors de

those which could not afford to engage

voted considerable attention to testing

a

milk, and in some cases making prose

most

in

need

high-priced

of

assistance

maker were

the

ones

which did not receive assistance. It was

cutions for the adulteration of milk.

therefore decided by the Department

At the request of the Department the

to assume the whole financial respon

Western Association employed a man

sibility and give instruction to all fac

to look after this work.

tories and creameries without making'
o

tors co-operated to a certain extent, in

The instruc
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the gathering of evidence, but the work

close

of prosecuting was left to the special
official. This still further strengthened

that the method of instruction which

the position of the instructors,

ing of special officials to deal with the

espe

touch with the

dairy industry

we now have in Ontario, the appoint

cially so far as the patrons were con

adulteration of milk, and the holding

cerned. The same system of prosecu
tion was adopted by the Eastern Asso

of factory meetings and district dairy

ciation in 1908, with most satisfactory
results. The Magistrates throughout

provement during the past two years

meetings, has resulted in a greater im
than in the preceding several years.

the country evidently appreciate the

This article is already long enough,

action of the associations in dealing

else I would like to set forth some reg¬

with the adulteration of milk in this

ulations which shall have to be adopted

manner, and are in the majority of

before

cases imposing- substantial fines. There

which w^e would all like to see, and be

is a marked decrease in the percentage

fore we can establish the industry in

we

can

make

that

progress

of adulterated samples, and it is hoped

all sections of the Province upon the

and expected that the coming season

sound basis which its importance de

will see a still further decrease.

mands.

It is generally admitted by those in

This feature of the work must,,

however, be left for some future date.

MY CANADA.
My Canada!
Thou art not old, thou art not skilled,
But through the ages youth hath thrilled ;
'Tis dawn with thee,
Thou hast a glorious promise and thy powers
Are measured only by the golden hours.
My Canada !
With loyal sons to take thy part,
To hold thee shrined within the heart,
Proudly we say,
“This is our country, strong and broad and grand,
“God guard thee Canada, our native land !
—Jean Blewett.
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Ganada s Mountain Region and Coast
Gountry in Winter
BY E. D. EDDY, B.S.A.

Have you gazed on naked grandeur, where there’s nothing else to gaze on,
Set pieces and drop-curtain scenes galore,
Big

mountains heaved to heaven, which the blinding sunsets blaze on,
Black canyons where the rapids rip and roar?

A

NYONE who call give an affirm

ing to old friends some personal im

ative answer to this question

pressions of Canada’s mountain district

put by Service, in his Call of the

and coast country, in the hope that it

Wild, will do well to read no further.
the

Canadian

may convey a little commonplace in
formation about this, our national park,

their

influence,

playground and garden.

Those who have seen
mountains,

and

felt

must realize what an impossible task it

From Calgary to the summit of the

is to give anything like an adequate

Rockies, a distance of about one hun¬

description of the scenes presented and

dred

the

track follows the Bow River Valley,

sensations

produced

by

these

and

twenty

miles, the

railway

crowning triumphs of the Great Crea

crossing

tor’s art.

several times, but through it all main

The enormous piles of rock

and

lifting their peaks miles above the sea

taining

into regions of perpetual snow, and the

heavy grade.

an

re-crossing

even and

the

stream

not excessively

On a clear day the moun

deep dark canyons with the sparkling

tains are plainly visible from Calgary,

streams, hundreds, perhaps thousands,

or even from a further distance.

of feet

would think that they were perhaps

below,

fairly

overpower

one

with admiration and reverence, and de

fifteen miles off.

fy description.

of high objects and rare atmosphere,

these

One cannot gaze on

magnificent

region

awe-inspiring

distances are very deceiving, and the

monuments to the titanic power that

mountains that appear to be compara

fashioned

tively close to-Calgary are really over

our

and

But in this

One

planet

without

being

forcibly impressed with the littleness

sixty miles away.

of man, and having an added respect

the mountains, they seem to recede,

and reverence for the architect of the
universe.

and instead of reaching them within a

Readers of the Review therefore will

you would expect, it is two hours and

understand that this article is not an
attempt at that which our best writers

a quarter before “The Gap’’ is entered.
One of the most popular summer re

know better than to undertake.

sorts in the mountain district is Banff,

not

supposed

to

be

a

It is

descriptive

As you approach

few minutes after leaving Calgary, as

headquarters

of

the

famous

Rocky

sketch as usually understood, but is

Mountain Park, by far the largest park

written rather with the idea of convey

in the world,

comprising nearly

six

THE
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and Field, a distance
the

eight

is the first point of special interest on
the westward trip.
Near Banff are

grade is between five and a half and

many points of attraction for the tour

roading is best indicated by the power

feet.

six per cent.

drops

only

about twenty miles west of The Gap,
the beginning of the mountain region,

thousand

track

of

miles,

At

nearly

some

one

points the

What this means in rail

ists, chief among them being the hot

required to haul a train up the hill. On

sulphur springs which have made the
place famous as a health resort. Peo

our return trip we had only eight cars.

pie flock to these springs from all parts
of the continent to leave their coughs,

At Field the train was broken up, and
a large six-wheeler engine was put on
in front, then followed four cars. Be

!

i
i

BANFF SPRINGS HOTEL WITH MOUNT RUNDEL IN THE BACKGROUND.

rheumatism and other ailments, and in

hind these and attached to them were

cidentally their cash.

placed

Continuing westward from Banff, the

two enormous

eight-wheelers,

and another eight-wheeler brought up

train steadily ascends the gradual slope

the rear.

until the summit

engines, puffing and snorting

of

the

Rockies is

With these

four

enormous
in

the

reached, when the descent on the west

exertion of their utmost strength, the

ward side is started with an abruptness
that is almost startling.
From the

eight cars were gradually brought up

summit to Field, the first station on the

tion of the journey progress was so

western slope, is what

slow that the passengers

is

known

as

“The Big* Hill,” the heaviest grade on
the mountain section. Between Hector

the hill, but during a considerable por
could

have

gotten off and walked with 110 danger
of losing ground.
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At the summit of the Rockies is a
very interesting spot, marked by a

which is an ever fruitful field of start
ling change and discovery. In this

large sign printed with cedar bough

region nothing is level or in a straight

letters, “The Great Divide.'’

line.

Here a

The car you are sitting in has a
decided slant

towards

the

front, owing to the extreme
ly heavy grade of the track.
The tram switches around
curves at such a sharp angle
that, sitting by the window
in the rear coach of a nine
car train, you can sometimes
see the engine that is draw
ing you and

the

cars behind it.

first

five

Across conn

try there is an unending sea
of mountain peaks, the high
er ones lost from sight in the
clouds,

thousands

of

feet

above, while almost immedi
ately

below

the

track

the

river surges along at the bot
tom of the canyon, hundreds
of feet below.

Such a scene

is impressive beyond descrip
tion at any time or season,
but

for

the

fullest

artistic

effect it should be witnessed
in winter, on a calm, clear,
frosty night, when the moon
is
the
CATHEDRAL MOUNTAIN —SEEN FROM ACROSS
THE KICKINGHORSE RIVER ABOVE FIELD.

full.

The

valley

evergreens

are

laden

in

with

snow that glistens like dia
monds

in

the

moonlight.

down

The snow-covered mountain peaks in

two

the distance stand out against the deep

parts on the backbone of the continent.

blue sky like great piles of glistening

tiny

sparkling stream, bowing

the mountain side, divides

into

A turn to the right or to the left, at

silver, while over all, in the rare moun

this critical point, means

tain

on

the one

hand the Atlantic, and on the other the
Pacific, as the final destination.
From The Great Divide to Field, the
mountains and valley present

a

con

tinually shifting scene of indescribable
charm and beauty. The railway fol
lows the Kicking Horse River canyon,

atmosphere

multitudes

of

stars

shine with an added brightness.
Field, a popular summer resort, is
situated at the base

of

Mt. Stephen,

one of the most imposing mountains in
the Rocky rang*e.
The summit is
10,450 feet above sea level,

and

the

base 4,064, so that the mountain itself
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is nearly a mile and a quarter high.

six miles to advance one, and in one

From the summit of the Rockies, the
Kicking Horse River is followed by the

case the tracks are only about forty or
fifty yards apart, one almost directly

track until Golden is reached, almost

above the other, simply tacked to the

the low point between the two ranges,

mountain side

when it changes to the Columbia River

These tracks of course run in different
directions and the connecting loop is
about a mile long.

and follows that stream to the foot of
the Selkirks.

The ascent

of the

Sel

at

a

higher elevation.

as the West slope of the Rockies, the

One of the most picturesque portions
of the trip is the canyons of the Thomp

maximum grade being about two and a

son and Fraser Rivers, which the track

kirks is not as steep from either side

half per cent.

At the summit of the

Selkirks, the scenery
than

in

Through

the

is

even wilder

follows about 180 miles.
vary

greatly

at

The canyons

different points, but

Rockies.

Rogers’

Pass

the

track follows the base of the
mountains very closely and
in winter blockades are com
mon,

through

snow

slides.

These slides were so exten
sive

and

frequent

through

here before the snow sheds
were built that the section
was

named

The

Devil’s

Acre, by the railroad men, al
though

the

connection

be

tween snow slides and the
devil's

reputed

place

of

abode is not made clear. One
of the most imposing peaks
of this region is Mt. Sir Don
aid, near The Great Glacier.
At the time of passing, the
base and shoulders of this
mountain were covered with
snow, but the peak, of clear
bare rock, stood out against
the sky an enormous arrow
head, defying lodgment even
to the snow.
On the west side of the
Selkirks
'‘Loop,"

is

the

where

the

famous
track

AN
INTERESTING. POINT ON THE CAPILANO
RIVER NEAR VANCOUVER.
THE DEPTH OF
CANYON IS BEST INDICATED BY HEIGHT OF
THE SWING BRIDGE.

takes the form of the letter S, in order

during all the changing scenes interest

tc get a sufficiently low grade to make

never lags.

the descent.

distance from the edge

The train travels about

At times the train is some
of

the

river.
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“There

is

plenty of mud,

but

it

Perhaps the next minute it will be on

doesn’t stick to your shoes or clothing.”

the very brink of a precipice, hundreds
of feet high, and turning angles with

So on the prairies and at the coast,
everybody is, or should be happy; on

an acuteness that makes one wonder

the prairie it is cold but you don’t feel

why the whole train does not slip off

it, and on the coast

the corner and fall into the river below.

doesn’t wet you.

it

rains,

But it doesn’t, and you go merrily on

there is an element of truth

amid the wonders of nature.

these

Across

but

it

As a matter of fact,

seeming absurdities.

in

both

Certainly

the river, the left bank rises in an al

the cold on the prairie is not nearly so

most perpendicular wall sometimes for

penetrating as the same temperature

hundreds of feet,

would be in districts of lower altitude

and

then

recedes

gradually and is finally lost in cloud

and greater humidity. At the coast, the

enveloped

rain generally comes

mountain

peaks.

To

the

almost

straight

right, the outlook is blocked by an al

down, with scarcely any wind, so that

most continuous wall

an umbrella affords fairly good protec
tion.

Fraser canyon varies

of

rock.

The

considerably in

width and at some points the current
is very swift.
the

canyon

Hell’s Gate.

The narrowest point of
is

appropriately

called

Here, during freshets, the

water rises 120 feet above the winter

An observant ex-editor of the

Re

view is responsible for the statement
that the way a man carries the umbrel
la when walking with a lady

on

the

streets of Vancouver affords an unfail

level, and the depth is estimated at 300

ing index as to whether they are mar

feet, although accurate soundings can

ried.

not be taken.

At Yale, 100 miles east

and the rain “does not wet her,” while

of Vancouver, the head of navigation

the man takes the drip from one side of

If not, the lady is well protected

on the Fraser, the railway leaves the

the umbrella on his shoulder or down

river, with its canyons and mountains,

his neck. If married, then it is the man

and enters upon the long

who experiences the dry rain, while the

now

famous British

stretch of

Columbia

farm

lands.
Now, just a word
Coast winter climate.

lady, if questioned, might express the
opinion that it contained at least a little

on

the

Pacific

Some children

moisture.
During my six days

stay

in Van

of the prairie have been unkind enough

couver, it rained three days, and then

to suggest that the national emblem for

only part of each day. Three days were

the coast should be the umbrella.

The

free from rain and for the most part

citizens of Vancouver admit that they

fairly bright.

have rather more rain during the win

by the residents that this was an ex

However, I am informed

ter months than is absolutely necessary

ceptionally good record,

to keep down the dust, but in the spirit

generally takes up a greater portion of

of local patriotism, so characteristic of

the time.

the whole west, they try to make them

as

the

rain

But the rains and mild weather have

selves and other people believe that it

many compensating advantages.

is not a disadvantage.

“Yes, it rains a

residents of the coast may grow weary

The

lot here,” they say, “but it doesn’t wet
you.”

waiting for a skate or a sleighride, but
they can go out and cut their lawns and
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picnic at the bottom of the canyon, a
snowstorm could be seen in full swingup in
away.

the

mountains

many

miles

Another feature which illustrates the

large nor numerous, but still they were

character of the climate is the way the

there.

A regular summer picnic party

market gardeners handle their produce.

during Christmas week may seem some

Instead of harvesting and storing their

thing like an absurdity to

residents

roots and vegetables in the fall, every

of the prairie and Eastern Canada, but
that is what happened at Vancouver

thing is left in the field and gathered as
wanted in the winter.
Occasionally

this season.

the temperature takes a sudden drop,

The proverbial sandwich

lunch was disposed of in comfort on

as it did two years ago, and there is

the rock by the edge of the Capilano

considerable loss through this method

River, beneath the swing bridge which

of operation, but it seems to be the es

crosses

the

above.

While enjoying

tablished practice after many years of
experience.

canyon

above
this

200

feet

summer

STANLEY PARK IN WINTER DRESS—A VERY UNCOMMON SCENE, AS SNOW IN
VANCOUVER IS A NOVELTY.
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Harness Horses and Motor Gars

T

BY F. C. GRESNIDE, V.S.

HE subject of the extent to which
motor vehicles

have,

and

are

likely to, supersede the harness
horse, has been a great deal debated.

it, so that it is no wonder that those
affected

by

the

threatened

displace

ment of the horse feel solicitous for
their future.

Some discuss it as an interesting topic

One living in the great city of New

in which they have no direct interest,

York, as the writer has done for eleven

but many think and speak of it seri

years, has a good opportunity of ob

ously, as it comes forcibly home to

serving what has already taken place,

them, inasmuch as they have already

and to form some idea as to how much

experienced pecuniary loss from it, and

further it will go on, particularly as

are doubtful as to the developments of
the future.

that individual is a veterinary practi

The breeders, the dealers, the liar

mission, and has been identified with

ness makers and the carriage builders,

all the phases of the horse question in

the horseshoer, the public stable keep

this part of the world for some time.

tioner, and purchaser of horses on com

ers, the feed men, the veterinary sur

It is rather understating the facts to

geons, the coachmen and many in other

say that fully one-third of .the private

capacities, who have been brought to

stables

work with horses in one way or an

its five million inhabitants, have been

in

Greater

New York,

with

other, and that know no other means

closed, and that another third of those

of livelihood, have reason for anxious
thought.

them.

remaining have much fewer horses in
It is

further

keeping within

It is generally recognized that it is

truthful limits to state that one-half of

very difficult for a man who has spent

the large public stables, where many

a g-ood many years of his life in the

well-to-do

pursuit of an avocation to change to

have been closed to them.

people

kept

their

horses,

something else, and make a success of

bles used to accommodate from one to

Such sta
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Furthermore,

there

have

been

ap

the cab stables have been abandoned,

proximately seventy thousand licenses

and those that remain are not doing
much. A number of dealers have gone

issued in New York State for motor

out of the business, and those that are
hanging on, are not, with few excep

good index as to how the harness horse

tions, making anything.

Empire State.

Horseshoers

are doing very little, and have nearly
all reduced their staffs.

Vehicles.

This

will

afford

a pretty

trade has been cut into, in this the
That the autos have come to stay

Carriage build

there can be no reasonable doubt, for

ers and harness makers are doing at

they have merit, and very considerable

least

merit at that, for some purposes.

sixty

per

cent,

less

business.

Some formerly flourishing feed
have failed.

men

Many veterinarians have

had their practices nearly cut in two.

No

person who can afford to keep up a
pretentious

establishment,

could

con

sider it complete without an auto.

A HIGH CLASS CARRIAGE PAIR WILL ALWAYS HAVE ENTHUSIASTIC ADMIRERS

These are some of the changes that

To have a good machine is like hav

have taken place with regard to horses

ing a special train at your beck and

in this city in the last year or so, and

call

have taken place in other cities, but

uoinp- to the station to take it, as it

to a less extent in proportion to the
size and wealth. When one explains

comes to your door.

that nearly all of these closed horse

without

having

the

trouble

of

They are a won

derful convenience to people living in
suburban towns, especially where the

ages and that many roomy structures

roads are good, and the cars are fitted
up with all the luxury of a Pullman.

have been built on purpose to house

Many of the wealthy business and pro

autos, it is not difficult to understand

fessional men who have country places

what has taken the place of the many

within twenty miles of the city where

stables have been converted into gar

horses
stables.

that

used

to

occupy

these

their offices are, use them for going
backwards and

forwards.

They are
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used for many such services, and are
a great convenience. As train-catchers

small, considering the returns its pos

for people living a few miles from a
station, they are wonderful.
Apart,

tional, however, and the average owner

however, from serving useful purposes

pense involved in keeping them is great

for necessary transportation, they are

and that the depreciation in the value

being used

of them is another matter to be reck

enormously

conveyances.

for

pleasure

Within thirty or forty

session has given him.

This is excep

of motor cars will tell you that the ex

oned with.

Many of them not only

miles of large cities where the roads

soon wear out, but if from any cause

are good they are practically swarming

an owner has to sell one that was pur

with autos conveying excursion parties.

chased two months before, and is prac

In summer, when it is very hot, peo

tically as good as new, there will be a

pie go out in them to get cooled off,

depreciation of from forty to fifty per

for the speed at which they travel pro

cent, in most cases.

For

I11 New York city, the average cost

going any distance over five miles, par

of keeping autos where a chauffeur is

ticularly if one is in a hurry, they are

in charge is not less than two hundred

preferable to horse drawn vehicles.
On account, then, of their great con

and fifty dollars a month without count

venience and the

chines.

duces a most refreshing breeze.

comfort they give

ing the depreciation in value of the ma
After the novelty of the intro

the

duction of motor cars has worn off, and

really valuable service they perform

the craze to be a participant in a new

in many ways, we must concede that

fad has abated, the ownership of autos

they have merit, and have come to stay.

will simmer down to those who can

Some thinkers upon the subject look

really afford to keep them for pleasure,

for a reaction and think they will be

and those whom it pays to keep them

less used within a few years.

for business reasons.

under

many

circumstances,

and

It is cer

many people of

The auto craze has reached such a

limited means who are using them now

pitch that people are dashing about in

who cannot continue to do so, and that

them in an aimless manner, and they

people

are not satisfied unless they are going,

tain

that

there

similarly

are

situated

in

future

years will not attempt to incur the ex
pense.
Nothing has ever come into use for
purposes of transportation

which

in

volves such extravagant outlay as do

and the faster the better.
There is a great amount of money
spent on them in this way by increas
ing the running expenses and depre
ciation, which is unnecessary.

Every now and then you

The elements of fad and fashion have

may come across some man who is

had a tremendous influence in increas

motor cars.

fond of tinkering with machinery, and

ing the use of autos.

has an aptitude for it; who doesn’t
mind grease and dirt, and can do every

tendency to follow the leader exists in

The sheep-like

a very intensified form in human be

thing connected with his machine him

ings, and nowhere more than in New

self, and who has knowledge enough

York and its environs.

of them to have taken the chance of

Ten years ago, one couldn’t walk

buying a second-hand machine, who

across the upper part of Broadway in
New York on a Sunday afternoon,

will show you that his outlay has been
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without being in danger of being run

much to buy a good harness horse to

over with a bicycle. This street was
simply black with bicyclists. To-day

there is practically nothing doing in

day as it did ten years ago, although

you might drive a mile up Broadway

them just now, except in the case of

without seeing one.

a few show horses, they are bringing
a higher price than ever.

At that time Rid

ing Schools nearly became bankrupt
for lack of patronage, and many people

The reason for this is that the supply

sold their saddle horses, as they were

of

too busy bicycling to use them.

largely

In

fashionable Newport where the writer

good

harness

horses

exhausted.

has

From

been

eighteen

hundred and ninety-nine until the last

practiced for two summers, Bellevue

two or three years, there were a tre

Avenue was full of Millionaires on bi

mendous number of harness horses
sold, and the prices kept going higher

cycles.

Now they never get on one.

In country districts some such con
dition

existed

in

a

mild form,

and

and higher until they were selling for
fifty per cent, more than they were

livery men became afraid that their

twelve years ago.

business

sent time are paying so much for their

ently.

would

be

injured

perman

Many people claimed that bicy

Dealers at the pre

horses in the country that they cannot*

cles were a necessity and had come to

face a dull market and make anything.

stay.

It takes some time for breeders living

There never was a better illus

tration of this “follow the leader” tend

away from the markets to realize that

ency, than that afforded by the rise and

prices are reduced in the consuming

fall of the bicycle.

centres, and they are asking the dealers

This same “follow the leader” char

as much as ever, which they cannot

acteristic of human nature has been an

afford to pay unless it is for a show

immense factor in contributing to the

horse.

popularity of automobiling.

It is an

been pressed for money, and having so

undoubted fact that many residents of

few harness horses on hand, have not

Breeders, as a rule, have not

small means in suburban towns, mort

shown a disposition

gaged their houses to get autos, be

prices to meet altered conditions.

cause other people were using them,
and it would possibly be no exagera

When

one

to

lower

contemplates

the

their
high

prices and limited supply of harness

tion to state that fully one-half of the

horses for the last ten years one can

people keeping autos in this part of

not help wondering what people would

the world cannot afford them.

That

have done had it not been for the ad

they will get cheaper seems reasonable

vent of motor cars.

to suppose, but they will never get so

have been a famine

cheap as horses for the purposes for

horse market there is no doubt.

which horses are best suited.

really gave the “knock-out blow”

And now we come to the question as

That there would
in

the

harness
What
to

harness horses, temporary though it is,

the harness horse.

was the financial panic of a year ago,

Enough has been said to indicate a

and the business depression that has

to

the

future

of

very much lessened market for harness

existed ever since.

horses here in the East for the last

badly, but the considerable number of

year or so, but strange to say that they

people who were keeping both horses

are not cheap.

and motors, had to lessen expenses,

It would cost one as

Autos suffered, too,
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It seems

trips in the city as in calling, shopping,

strange that they should have kept the
more expensive luxury of the two, but

where there is much turning, horses

many did.

where one drives for the air and sun

and they let their horses go.

In many cases this was be

are more convenient.

For park use,

cause the novelty of the auto had not

shine, to see the people and observe

worn off, and they still wanted to be

the beauties of the park, there is no

“in it,” impoverished though they
were. Others, of course, retained the

ferable.

motors because they suited their
quirements better.

re

Another thing that

comparison, as a moderate pace is pre
Many people,

especially

sire a stylish turnout, in

ladies

which

de'

they

has militated against the use of the

can see and be seen, and there is no

harness horse for summer service is

comparison between a nicely appointed

the nervousness of many people in driv

Victoria with a pair of stylish horses

ing behind horses

in

country

roads

in front of it and two men on the box,

where there is so much reckless driving

and an auto.

of autos.

and prefer to sit behind animate motor

Many have given up their

horses on this account.

Many people like horses,

Some keep

power rather than to sit upon inani

diorses for town use and motors for

mate coal oil power, even though they

country work, for this reason.

do not drive themselves.

This is pretty well the status of this
question

gleaned

Action and study.

from

careful obser

Now for the breeder

of harness horses, what is he to do in
the future?
or not?

Others are

fond of driving horses, and will never
entirely

sever their

connection

with

them.
The love for horses is cultivated in

Is he to give up breeding

children in the cities of the East and

The Avriter’s advice is to go on breed

to learn to ride and drive just as much

ing, but make a special effort to breed

as it is to dance and swim.
Motor vehicles are going to displace

it is considered part of their education

them as good as possible.

There will

continue to be a market for eood har

many work horses in towns and cities,

ness horses
prices.

remunerative

as they have already done to some ex

As evidence in favor of the argument

cities to a greater proportionate extent

at

fairly

tent.

This will be the case in large

that the past years’ dull market was

than in small ones'.

largely due to the financial depression

determined that for long trips of sev

one has but to cite the saddle horse

eral miles in a city where it is neces

trade of this period.

It has been already

Riding is becom

sary to take a heavy load, and make

ing more popular and general every

good time, it is more economical to use

year in the East, and will doubtless

motor vehicles.

continue to do so.

But, when “the- bot

Avhere there is much stopping, turning

tom fell out” of the harness horse trade

or backing, horses are much preferable.

For short trips, and

a year ago, the same thing happened to

In considering the question of breed

the saddle horse trade, and up-to-date

ing horses for the future, we must em

it has not improved to any greater ex
tent.

phasize the

Horses are more convenient and
suitable for some purposes. For short

tions have always had and will con

necessity of recognizing

the fact that financial and trade condi
tinue to have a great influence upon
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One has but to look

Another reason why horses ran up
in price so much was that money was

back to the panic of eighteen ninety-

so plentiful that people bought freely

price of horses.

three and call to mind its effect upon

of everything they wanted.

the horse trade, and there were no
autos then. Horses took such a drop

use the saddle horse again to illustrate

We may

in price, that in the West they began

this. There was practically never any
export trade in saddle horses, so we

to consider the advisability of utiliz

cannot say that that trade made them

ing low grade horses for meat.

scarce, but it is a fact that a saddle
horse is now worth at least fifty per

Breeders became so discouraged at
the

prices

they

could get for

good

cent, more than he was ten years ago.

horses', that many gave up breeding in

The

disgust.

in

The effect of this action in

anomalous
the

stopping breeding has been noticeable

saddle

in the limited supply of good harness
horses for six or seven years past.

high
for

condition

present

state

horses

being

priced,

and

of

very

exists

affairs

scarce

of
and

little market

them.

Elorses really got to be so high-priced

This all goes to show that the trade

that it was injurious to every one con
nected with them with the exception

in horses is very much influenced by

of

and that when people feel better off

the

breeders.

In

addition to the

what are called good and bad times,

breeders lessening their operations an

again, they will buy horses and make

active export trade developed, and kept
up until prices became so high that it

trade good.
So breeders, don’t stop
breeding and have nothing to sell when

had to be abandoned.

the market revives.

The Short Gourses in Live Stock Judging
The Annual Short Course in Judging

speak of the benefits to be derived from

Live Stock and Seeds, held at the On

if, were perhaps more marked this year

tario Agricultural College, passed off

than ever before.

this year with

may be

signed especially for those who find it

it

from

inconvenient

other

from their farms for a greater length

mentioned
similar
years.

as

little

which

distinguishing

courses

conducted

in

It is perhaps, worthy of men

tion that the attendance

showed no

tendency to fall off as the result of the
numerous short courses that have been
conducted at various points throughout
the Province, and that the interest in
the work as it progressed, and the

to

This course is de
absent

themselves

of time, or from any reason find it im
practicable to take a more extended
course at the College.
The aim of those in charge is, beside
imparting a certain amount of informa
tion on questions relating' to agricul

enthusiasm with which those who took

ture, to arouse in the student a desire
to know more, by giving' him a start,

advantage of the course were wont to

so to speak, in the right direction. His
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attention

is

drawn

to

certain

facts

which had hitherto escaped his notice.

REVIEW.

EXAMINING

SEED

GRAINS.

supervised by Mr. John
Kansas City.

Gosling, of

Mr. Gosling has a con

New phases are brought up for his con

tinental reputation as a judge of ani

sideration which

previously

mals fitted for the block, and is always

ignored, or which had never before oc

exceedingly popular with Ontario au

curred to him.

diences.

he

had

He is brought into di

rect contact with men who, by intro
ducing science into agricultural prac

The work with Seed Grains was con
ducted by Professor C. A. Zavitz, and

tices, have raised the calling of agricul

his staff of assistants.

ture in popular esteem to a dignity

Cready and Mr. Howitt gave instruc

equal to that accorded to the profes

tion on the destroying of weeds and

sions.

identification of weed seeds.

One of the most valuable features of
the course was the work taken with

Reed had charge of the classes in horse
sheep

swine.

Professor
Wade.

a

class was first judged on the hoof, then
the animals were slaughtered and the
carcasses exhibited.

By this means it

and

swine was
G.

E.

Day

able

save a few Clydesdales.

which

merits had

the

carcasses,

and

Mr. R.

Unfortunately for the work in horse

respective

of

conducted by

judging the College has no horses suit

was possible to point out clearly the
merits

Dr. J. H.

judging, while the work with the cattle,

market classes of beef cattle, sheep and
In each of these sections

Professor Me

for

class-room

demonstrations,
Excellent as

to be conjectured

these are individually, they are deplor

from a superficial examination while
the animals were alive.

ably insufficient for the demands of Dr.

The judging of the beef animals for

him to secure animals for his purpose

Reed’s work; making it necessary for

the block test, and the placirlg of the

from some of the breeders and dealers

beef and mutton carcasses was again

in the vicinity of the College.

The
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that

a

suitable

appro

priation will be made for this
purpose in the near future.
A pleasant incident occurred
near the close of the course,
when

Professors

Zavitz

and

Day, and Dr. Reed were each
made the recipient of tangible
evidence of the appreciation of
their efforts by the members
of the class.
Professors Day
and Zavitz were each presented
with a handsome gold headed
cane, and Dr. Reed with a
dearth of material for class
room work and the need for
a generous appropriation to
remedy this state of affairs
has been long felt.
A memorial to

the

Min

ister of Agriculture was this
year prepared by the Short
Course

Students,

drawing

attention to the needs of the
College in this department,
and stating that in their opin
ion the best interests of the
horse
breeding
industry
necessitated

the

mainten

ance at the College of a
sufficient number of both
,

fj

draft
to

,

and

furnish

horse

.

carriage
material

judging.

,

horses
for

the dairyman and beef-producer
HAVE EACH THEIR IDEALS,

classes

in

It is to be sincerely

heavy gold watch guard, each bearing
a suitable inscription.
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Spraying to Kill Weeds

T

BY J. E. HO WITT, BOTANICAL DEPARTMENT, O. A. C.

HE idea of killing weeds by means

Mustard in grain

of various chemical sprays ap

quite

pears

pose.

feasible,

and,

at

first

thought, suggests to those who have

commonly
More

crops.
used

recent

It is
for

now

this pur

experiments

conducted in Europe and the United

to cambat them, an easy way of getting

States have proved that iron sulphate

their land cleared, without the labor

may be used for the same purpose with

required for persistent
hoed crops and various

cultivation,
other farm

lessor Bolley, of the North Dakota Ex

operations which are employed to hold

periment Station, published a bulletin

weeds in check.

in which he gave the results of spray

This hope of reduc

equal efficiency.

In March, 1908, Pro

ing the amount of labor has led to a

ing various weeds with solutions of

great many substances being tried as

various chemicals., which would indi

weed destroyers.

Most of them have

cate that iron sulphate might be effec

been discarded as useless or imprac
ticable.
There are several chemical

tually used to destroy Binweed, Mus

sprays,

however,

which

are

still

re

tard, Canada Thistle, Dandelion and
Great Ragweed in growing grain with

commended for the destruction of cer

out injury to the crop.

tain weeds.

blue

gain further information on this sub

stone or copper sulphate and copperas

ject the Botanical Department, during

or iron sulphate.

Some years ago it

this past summer, carried on several

was

demonstrated

experiments with iron sulphate as a
spray to kill weeds.

Among these

successfully

are

that

copper sulphate could be used to kill

In order to
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phate, and, though many of the root

weed, Canada Thistle, Burdock, Curled

stocks

Dock and Annual Sow Thistle were
sprayed with a mixture, containing 75

plenty still remained in the ground to

lbs. of iron sulphate to 40 gallons of
water. This mixture was applied with

tunity. The result was that a month
after the spraying was discontinued

an ordinary spray pump such as is used

the Bindweed was just about as thick

to spray fruit trees.

as when the experiment was started.
It would thus seem to be impossible

Though no defin

ite conclusion can be drawn from the
experiments made, the results are indi
cative of what may be proved by fur

A large patch of Bindweed in the Col
lege orchard was sprayed ten times
iron

by

this

means,

send up new shoots at the first oppor

to eradicate Bindweed by means of
spraying with iron sulphate.

HAND POWER MACHINE FOR SMALL

the

killed

A small patch of Dandelions on the

ther experiments.

with

were

sulphate

campus was staked out and sprayed
with the iron sulphate. The first appli

intervals

cation destroyed nearly all the Dande

varying from three days to two weeks.

lion leaves without doing any apparent

At each application

nearly all the leaves and young shoots

harm to the grass. In a few days, how
ever, new leaves made their appearance.

of

at

PATCHES OF WEEDS.

the

solution

were completely destroyed, but after

These

each application with remarkable rapid

stroyed, only to be replaced by a fresh

ity the underground rootstocks sent up

crop which, however, were not nearly

were

again

sprayed

and

de

a fresh supply of new shoots and the

so vigorous as the first lot, and when

patch was soon as green as ever.

A11

they were destroyed only a few spindly

attempt was made to destroy the root
stocks by cultivating and harrowing

plants flowered and produced seeds. It

leaves were produced and none of the

them to the surface of the ground, and

thus seems probable that if lawns in

then spraying them with the iron sill

fested with Dandelions were given five
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to the Bontanical Department in June

phate at proper intervals during the

enquiring as to the efficiency of iron

summer the Dandelions might be
greatly diminished in number without

sulphate as a spray to kill Mustard.

any apparent injury to the grass be
yond a slight discoloration.

This, how

The information available on the sub
ject was sent to Mr. Leitch with the

ever, remains to be demonstrated by

request that he would report the re
suits of his efforts. A week later the

further experiments on a larger scale.

writer visited Donlands Farm, and was

Field Chickweed was completely de

surprised and pleased to see how com

stroyed by one thorough application of

pletely the application had destroyed

iron sulphate.

the Mustard with little or no apparent

It would thus seem pos

sible that this method might be profit

injury to the barley crop.

ably used to destroy this weed in or

ing

POWER

MACHINE

FOR

report

LARGE

kindly

The follow

supplied

by

Mr.

AREAS.

chards and gardens where it often ne

Leitch will, however, give the best ac

cessitates

count of the experiment, and its re

frequent

cultivation

and

hand hoeing.
Annual Sow Thistle, Canada Thistle,

suits.

Curled Dock and Burdock were appar

of spraying, material, $11.56; labor, 2

ently little harmed by iron sulphate.

men 1 3-4 days at $1.60, $5.60; total
cost, $17.16.

The foliage at each application would
be only partially

destroyed

and the

plants soon seemed to recover their
natural vigour.
The test to destroy Mustard by the
same means was not conducted by the
Botanical Department, but by Mr. A.
Leitch, manager of Donlands
Donlands, Ont.

Farm,

The gentleman wrote

“Number of acres sprayed, 26; cost

“Strength of mixture, 75 lbs. copper
as to 40 gal. water.
“Spraying machine, power Spramo
tor, Model 1904.
“No. of nozzles, 6 ordinary Vermorel
nozzles.
“Time of application, from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m., warm, sunny days.
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“Efficiency of spray, at this date,

tained with Chickweed indicate that

June 26th, just twelve days after ap
plication, there is not a living Mustard
plant in the field except those missed

many of the annual weeds in gardens
and on gravel walks may be easily and
quickly destroyed by spraying them

by the spray, while the fields on sur

with this

rounding farms are in full bloom. It
is quite noticeable, however, that those

Department hopes in the near future
by means of more extensive experi

plants which were in bloom at the time
of spraying have, in a few instances,

ments
points.

formed seed, though the seed pods and
seeds are dwarfed and unhealthy look

a doubt that several chemical sprays

ing.

do completely destroy some weeds, it

Those plants which were not in

substance.

to

fully

The

Botanical

demonstrate

these

Though it has been proved, beyond

bloom when the field was sprayed were

is not to be expected for a moment

entirely killed and formed no seed
whatever. Therefore our observations

that they will ever replace proper
methods of cultivation, rotation of

lead us to believe that the proper time

crops and other farm practices which

to spray is just before the blooming

are essential to the fertility of the land

period.”
These experiments were but prelim

as well as a means of keeping it clean.

inary and are too meagre from which

of such weeds as Mustard in one year

to draw any definite conclusions.

The

but, if intelligently applied for several

suggest

pretty clearly that for the destruction

successive
years,
will reduce
the
amount until by hand pulling and after

of Bindweed, Canada Thistle, Curled

harvest cultivation it will be possible

results

obtained,

however,

Chemical sprays will not rid the land

Dock and Burdock, iron sulphate is of

to

little value, while for Mustard it is

seen

keep

them

just as effective as copper sulphate,

sprays

and has the additional advantage of

vantage

being much more easily dissolved in

conjunction

water.

methods

The experiment with Mustard

under

therefore,

control.

that

are to

be

they
of

It

be
the

good

is

chemical

employed

must

with

if

to

ad

usecj

in

recognized

farming,

and

also indicates that the proper time to

not

apply iron sulphate is just before the

spraying a field with a few barrels of

Mustard comes into bloom.

with

the

hope that by merely

From the

a solution of iron sulphate or some

results of the experiment with Dande
lions it would appear that is might be

other chemical the weeds will be en
tirely eradicated, thus making the or

possible to keep down Dandelions on
lawns more efficiently and with much

dinary treatment of the land unneces

less labor by spraying with iron sul

absurd and, if carried out, would prove

phate than by the laborious method of
spudding them out.
The results ob

to be most detrimental to successful
Agriculture.

sary.

Such

an

idea

is,

of

course,
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Editorial
Every student should

ask

himself,

life’s

work.

Of

the

various college

“Am I making' the most of my oppor

organizations, students are inclined to

Utilities

give most attention

during this

(XoUeqe
Societies

college

course?”

to

the

Athletic

This question evidently

Society.

has 1101 been seriously

a large number of young men, and is,

considered
by
many
college men.
A high

we believe, quite

proper.

more

than

This is only naturah among

important

What

health

is
and

standing on examinations does not al

physical development?

ways mark a man of brilliance or ex

ever, a small percentage of the student

There is, how

ceptional ability, neither is it evidence

body which takes no interest in sports.

that a student is obtaining from the

A man may be well developed physic

course as much

ally and have the strength of a Goliath,

valuable

knowledge

and experience as it is possible to se

still his body

cure.

The all-round college man is the

normal and healthy condition without

man who, while giving due attention

a certain amount of physical exercise.

to the prescribed work of the curricu

Then there are those who go to the
other extreme and
Over
estimate

lum, takes an interest in those organiza
tions which will impart experience that

cannot

be

kept

in

a

is of value to him, both during his life

athletics.
They allow themselves to
be carried away by the “spirit of

in

athletics.”

dormitory

and

after

when he has launched out

graduation
upon

his

In case of either extreme,

there is danger of a one-sided develop
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It is frequently

remarked that the

portance to the average student. This

students at the O. A. College do not
give enough time to

fact is not fully recognized by a large

©Ut8lDC

outside reading, and by

percentage of college men. The Alpha,

IReabiriO

outside
reading
we
mean the reading of

Literary Society are also of great ini

Delphic and Maple Leaf Societies are
the members, but of these the latter

books or journals which do not have a
direct bearing on the subjects pre

appears to be the only one which is
truly successful.
More interest is

some, of course, about whom this can

evinced among the freshmen in regard
to literary work than in the other

that the majority of the students here

organized expressly for the benefit of

classes.

It has been the case for years.

scribed in the curriculum.

There are

not be said, yet, it must be admitted
do not pay enough attention to

such

The reason of this we cannot exactly

subjects as politics, taxation, municipal

locate; it may be pressure

ownership, forms of government and

of

other

Avork, it may be pure indifference, or it
may be a fault of the system followed
by the societies, which causes

a lack

many kindred topics.
“Reading,”

says

Bacon,

“makes' a

full man; conversation a ready man;

of interest among the second, third and

Avriting an exact man !”

fourth year students.

more be the “full man” whom Bacon

At any rate it

is a matter which should be considered.

describes

That many benefits are derived from

can be healthy

literary ivork is beyond dispute.

new nourishment.

student

acquires

here

what

not gain in any other way,

The

You can no

without reading,
and

than you

vigorous without
Reading is to the

he

can

mind what food is to the blood, which

that

self

circulates through

your veins.

There

possession and cool-headedness which

fore it behooves everyone to be careful

is so essential upon the platform. Some

when selecting books.

students possess a special antipathy for
tlie Y. M. C. A.

This organization is

Every

young

Canadian

should have a knowledge

farmer

of

things

altogether undenominational. It stands

political,

for morality and good fellowship, not

tariff, government and municipal own

only among college men, but among

ership and many other

men in every station

are of vital interest to him.

this

of

life.

From

standpoint then, it deserves

the

methods

of

taxation,

topics which

To read a multitude of books will

sympathy and support of all progres

not accomplish the desired end.

sive, intelligent students.

better

How can a

the

to

master

something

It is
really

student afford to live for two years or

worth while than to have only a smat

for four years at the O. A. College and

tering of many subjects.

take no interest in the various college

knew more about the governing of his

societies.

country he could and would

It may. not be possible to

take an active interest in every organ
ization, but it is within the reach of
every
fit

student

from

cieties
dined.

if

each
that

to

reap

of

the

student

some

bene¬

different
is

so

If the farmer
take

a

greater share in it.
There are in the Dominion Parlia
ment from Ontario twenty-five law

so

yers,

in

lumbermen, and six farmers.

thirteen

manufacturers,

eight
A com

parison of these figures and of these
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ordinary address.

The

debater

the number of representatives from the

not only the experience

farm is not in keeping with the num

but has instilled into him toleration; is

ber of farmers

the Province, nor

made two-sided; receives into his mind

with the importance of their profession.

the sense of reasoned truth and allows

in

Should this be so?

No! the farmer

in

gets

speaking,

the seeds of new truth to be sown. The

should be taking a more active part in

great object of debate should be in the

the government of our land.

vindication of some truth seriously dis

We hear

a good deal about “The Farmer and
Politics,” but very little from the farm
er in politics.

There are some farmers

puted.
Some may ask what we mean by
suitable subjects.

In the first place we

who are able to take their places on the

would suggest that they be

platform and to discuss the issues of

which are of vital interest to Canadian

the day, but the number of such men

farmers, and about which the students

is too small.

at this College

The graduates from this

College should know more about the

should

subjects

know

more.

farmer’s needs along this line and go

Also they should be live and up-todate; questions of the day.

out prepared and be able and willing

As to the advisory board, we would

to in every way possible arouse

en

suggest that one be appointed from the

thusiasm

to

staff and student

and

assist

the

farmer

more fully assert his rights.

or two.
which
This question

was

body with

perhaps

the addition of an interested outsider

discussed some

quired.

A list could be prepared from
to

choose

when

occasion

re

May we see some action taken

little time ago in these columns, and a

soon by the Literary Executive, which

suggestion made regard

will make for greater usefulness in the

debates

ing the advisability of
. appointing a committee

society’s work.

to select a list of subjects suitable for
debates.

As yet nothing seems to have

been done in this matter.
derived

from

the

The benefits

Literary

work can scarcely be

Just before going to press a com¬
munication was received by the Editor
from

Society

QtUV

W.

D.

Lamb,

estimated

too

highly, hence we wish to again

em

Plumas, Man., in which
he makes the following

phasize the importance of having suit

offer, to anyone enclosing to him, six

able

cents in stamps, will be sent a copy of

subjects,

meetings.

especially

for

Union

We sometimes hear what

Htt

the “Single Tax Catechism.”

It is a

is called a debate, but which amounts

small

to nothing more than the presentation

answers on the subject explaining the

of ideas, with little or no attempt to

phases of taxation, their

ward building up an argument on the

nomic definitions, etc.

one side or breaking down

the

argu

ment of an opponent.
The benefits of true debate are much
greater than those received from an

booklet of fifty questions
effect,

and
eco

Or for twenty

five cents ten copies will be enclosed to
one address.

To anyone interested in

the subject this is an opportunity to
get information in a concise form.
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Mock Parliaments
HAT we should know the course

Leaf Society brought in a bill to amend

of procedure of our parliaments

the Ontario Election Act, which dealt

is a part of our every-day educa
tion, and we should never leave here
without such knowledge.
ject of

providing the

With the ob

students with

especially

with

Suffrage.

eager

to

display

their

powers

and

qualifications as orators and legislators.

such valuable information the Literary

Many valuable

Societies have held mock parliaments

proper

in place of regular programmes with

given

debates.

D.

The first mock parliament was held

Woman’s

The speakers in both societies were

points

methods
by

H.

Mr.

Jones,

of

regarding the

procedure

L. Caesar
who

were

and

kindly

Mr.

acted

as

critics.
Union Literary Society.

in Massey Hall on January 30th. The
Alpha Society and Maple Leaf Society

The first meeting of the Union Lit

introduced the respective bills—To en

erary Society was held in Massey Hall

courage matrimony in the Dominion of

on January,

Canada, and, Providing for the refor

Manton occupied the chair and Secre

estation of Ontario.

tary Howard recorded the minutes.

The subjects pro

vided interesting discussion, bringing

the 31st.

The opening number

President

on

the

in impromptu speeches, showing the

gramme was a piano

readiness of the numerous speakers to
respond when their political leanings
were infringed upon.

ered and heartily appreciated

On February

6th

the

Delphic

So

ciety introduced a bill to regulate and

Bankier,

which

solo

was very

G.

pro

by

Miss

ably

rend

by

all

present.
The

honorary

president,

thune, delivered a very

fine

Dr.

Be

address,

control horse-racing and side shows at

expressing the high degree of gratifica

fall fairs in the Dominion.

tion it gave him to have the honor of

The Maple
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The presentation of the Association

Football Cup was made

by

Mr. T.

optimistic terms the future of literary

Hannigan, President Guelph Football

work at this College, and wished that

Club, and this handsome cup, emblem

success might always be attendant on

atic of the league championship, will

this society.

remain with us until it has been won

A vocal solo by Mr. Tothill was ably
sung and vigorously encored.
Miss Rogers favored

by some other team in the league.
Professor

the

audience

criticized

the

meeting in a most able manner.

Reynolds

He

with a delightful violin solo, and too

showed clearly

much cannot be said in praise of her

had been at fault and gave many vain

ability as a violinist.

able suggestions.

Her technique

where

the

speakers

was magnificent, and she rendered her

Our College Orchestra rendered de

selections with a brilliancy that charm

lightful music and a pleasant evening

ed her listeners.

ended with their response to an encore.

The fifth number was

the

debate.

It is a regrettable fact that

the

audi

The subject—Resolved, that a system

ences at these meetings carry on con

of Ethics is superior to a system of

versations

Ideals—showed that the

laughter when musical numbers, which

Literary So

accompanied with

ciety endeavored to provide a new type

deserve the same attention

of

numbers, are being rendered.

debate—one

frequent use.

not

stereotyped

by

This is a commendable

audible

as

other
Let us

shorn our appreciation by our silence.

feature and we should have a greater
variety of subjects for literary meet¬

St. Valentine’s “At Home.”
St. Valentine’s night was celebrated

ings.
Mr. Galbraith, leader of the affirma

this year in a novel and highly satis

tive, gave a clear, unreserved address,

factory manner. Under the auspices of

but his rebuttal was a short discourse

the Literary Society of the College and

of his subject rather than a refutation

Macdonald Institute a St. Valentine’s

of the negative’s arguments.

In fact

“At Home” was given on Friday even¬

the whole debate was lacking in argu¬

ing, February 12th, in Macdonald Hall.

mentative spirit, which marks
debate.
negative,

a true

Mr. Stafford, the leader of the
delivered

a

clever

speech,

using fluent language and showed

a

At 7130 a valiant band
boys, directed

Mr. Baker, supporter of the affirma

of

College

His Majesty King

Cupid, eagerly invaded the hall—easily
capturing
o’clock

deep interest in the subject.

by

the

the

heart
red

supplies. At 8

heart-shaped

pro

grammes were filled with pledged di

and he is a speaker of rare talent. Mr.

vinities.
Everybody was

Thompson as supporter of

nega

tines for their best friends (?), and the

tive, delivered a speech characterized

Cupid mail box in the gymnasium was

tive, showed decided dramatic powers,
the

laden

with

valen

by careful preparation and depth of

filled long before the first promenade

thought.

was over.

A vocal solo by Mr. Unwin brought

Larger boxes were brought

into service and once the mailing was

forth merited applause, and was vocif

completed many maiden minds

erously encored.

set at ease.

were
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The College orchestra rendered selec
tions in its usual pleasing style.

evening of February ist, John Craig,

The affinity race caused many part
ners to be stolen, while other unfortun

gave an illustrated

or

Drummond’s

Jones

“Ob¬

affinity

sor Craig’s lecture was interesting and

an

recited

poems in

one

of

characteristic

dialect and responded to an encore.

instructive and the pictures shown, es
pecially those of the National Apple
Show, held at Spokane last December,
were very fine.

One of the most enjoyable features
of the evening was

on,

unnatural selec

tion.
Mr. J. W.

lecture

servations on Apple Growing in the
Northwestern Pacific States.” Profes

ate ones failed to obtain
either by natural

Professor of Horticulture, at Cornell,

To horticultural men

in particular, such

a

lecture

should

the musical race.

prove valuable, conveying as it did an

Six girls stood behind tables and at a

idea as to the extent and possibilities

given signal their partners rushed up,

of horticulture.

each tore open an envelope, glanced
at the name on. the slip inside and im

The poultry men were

favored

on

February ioth, with an illustrated lec

mediately endeavored to whistle the

ture from Dr. Morse, Chief Patholog

tune of the assigned song.

ist, Bureau of Animal Industry, Wash

Their fair

partners recognizing the tune, wrote

ington.

down the name and the prize-aspiring

affecting poultry, and dwelt

ones bolted to the starting point.

length

To

He spoke on bacterial diseases
on

roup,

at

some

tuberculosis,

black

whistle before a giggling partner is not

head, etc., showing pictures indicating

an easy matter and the man who ac

the various stages of

complished this feat received
propriate booby prize.

He emphasized the need

an

ap

care

The Misses Rogers presented a short

of

poultry;

these
for

special

diseases.
greater
attention

should be given to have sanitary con

dialogue, involving a humorous discus

ditions, so that these dreaded diseases

sion

could not infect the flocks.

on

literature,

but

the

sudden

recognition of a gentleman and a lady
Our New Matron.

behind a screen, gazing intently at the
two ladies throughout the
tion, caused a hasty exit.

conversa

We are pleased to chronicle the ap
pointment of Mrs. Cunningham to the

The mail delivery now commenced—

position of matron.

Mrs. Cunningham

busy postmen ran here and there, hand

has had experience as a matron, and al

ing to unexpected ones, missives, lov

ready we are noting a decided improve

ing and otherwise.

Cupid had evident

ly scored a grand victory,

and when

ment, that which we long looked for in
days gone by, but never received.

for departing came,

We believe our new matron should

many indeed were the faces that bore

prove herself very suitable for such a

irritated
glances.

position, and judging from our short

the proper

time

expressions

and

inquisitive

acquaintance
Illustrated Lectures.

During the Short Courses illustrated

we

feel

confident we

have secured a kind and generous wo
man,

capable

of

ministering to the

lectures on subjects of vital interest to

needs of the students in a most accept

those taking these special courses are
given by prominent men.
On the

able manner.
The standard of residence life should

3.S4
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be raised; the board especially re
quiring improvement. Our life should

from Toronto University, favored us
with a visit in January. Through his

not be made miserable by the lack of
proper food and residential comfort.

study has received a marked impetus.

The nature of our needs is understood

Dr.

by Mrs. Cunningham and by her kind

from India, addressed the students on

enthusiasm

and powerful

Waters,

a

returned

plea

Bible

missionary

ly spirit and desire to do the best we

February 4th, on missionary problems,

feel certain that we shall have, under

emphasizing the Tokio situation.

her guidance and care, a residence, in

the evening of February nth

which it will be an honor and pleasure

M. Wright, General Secretary of

to live.

versity Y. M. C. A., spoke to us in an
impressing and forcible manner. His

Y. M. C. A.
The Association has been fortunate

subject,

“The

Essentials

of

On

Mr.

a

C.
Uni

Well

this term in receiving- outside aid. Mr.

Rounded Life,” was ably handled, and

H. G. Allen, the Bible Study Convener

many strong impressions remain.

INSPIRATION.
A lark sprang up to greet the dawn
Close to a rose one day,
The tears upon her glowing cheek
His light wind brushed away,
Her fragrant beauty fresh and fair
He kissed in passing by,
And wove her name into his song
Of rapture in the sky.
The lonely rose sighed, “Ah, my love,
I cannot follow thee;
Far, far above in golden light
Thou hast forgotten me.
Yet, am I blest for evermore
Though but an instant dear,—
Thou singest now a sweeter song
For all the world to hear!”
—Lily Alice Lcifevre.
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Aquatic Events
HE latest addition to our already
large number of student organ

utation, gave demonstrations that were
an education in themselves, and there

izations at this institution is the
‘‘Swimming Club.” Though we have

were besides

for a long time possessed a first class
tank for swimming purposes, this very

club.

important

tween two picked teams of four men,

athletics

and
has

useful

heretofore

what neglected.

branch
been

of

some

some

exciting

contests

between the various members of the
The first event was a relay race be
Keegan’s

team

winning by

a

yard.

This year, however,

Following this was a diving competi

some of our more enthusiastic lovers of

tion; after a close struggle between

the sport formed a club, which has al

Ryan and Bell-Irving, the latter sue

ready a score or more of active mem

ceeded in gaining first place.

hers, and which has obtained for itself

laughter was occasioned by the third

the support of a very large proportion
of the student body.

event,

The first meet of the club was held

the antics of the

Much

competitors

while endeavoring to walk the greasy
pole being comical in the extreme. The

on Friday evening, February 5th. Over

50 yard dash was won by Phillip’s,

two hundred students found

seats in

ir* 38 seconds, which is excellent time

gymnasium

considering that this event came half
way through the programme. Rogers

the

basement below

the

and to judge from the reception the
swimmers received, the evening was a
distinct success. Mr. Corsan, Varsity’s

and Powell, in their exhibition race in

swimming instructor, who played the

tubs, provided great amusement the
tubs showing a strong tendency to

most important part in the programme,

capsize at awkward moments.

and who has an almost world wide rep

came the diving for plates, and finally

Then
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a 175 yards race, which Ryan won by'

did not gain a place in their respective

less than a foot from Harries.

Mr. Cor

entries, but made a creditable showing

san’s exhibitions were interspersed in

nevertheless, and the experience gained

the programme, and included demon

will,

strations of the various styles of swim

stead, when next they meet in a simi
lar competition.

ming, fancy diving, and his excellent
imitation

of a porpoise.

Altogether

the meet was a great success, and the
enthusiasm

aroused

augurs

well

for

the prosperity of this branch of sport
in the future.
The results of the competition were :
Relay Race—Winning Team—
Keegan, Ryan, Marryat, Harries.
1, Bell-Irving; 2, Ryan; 3, C. Rogers.
Walking Greasy Pole—
1, Powell; 2, Davison.
1, Phillips; 2, Harries; 3, Bell-Irving.
Diving for Plates—
1, Musson; 2, Davison.

On Saturday, February 6th, a team
consisting of Treherne, Ryan, Bell-li¬
ving, Harries, and Cleverly went to
in

the

aquatic

Besides our boys

representatives from McGill and ’Var
sity took part, and the contests were of
the highest order.
The
some
McGill

diving for form

brought

excellent performances
and

’Varsity men

out

by the

especially.

In this particular department of the
sport, they excelled the College men,
dividing honors about equally between
them.

Hockey series was played January the
29th, first and second years being the
opposing teams.

As the first year were

practically an unknown quantity, there
was at the beginning some doubt as to
after the first ten minutes of play it
was seen that the freshmen could not
stick to the pace which they had start

Ryan in the “Swimming Three

Styles,” led for two-thirds of the way,
but made a poor turn at the last end,
and was forced into third place.

pretty much their own way, winning
by the score of 6-2.
February 2nd—The third and fourth
season.

1, Ryan; 2, Harries.

compete

Inter-Year Hockey.
The opening game of the Inter-Year

years met in their first game of the

Ten Lengths Race (175 yards) —

to

serve them in good

ed, and from then on the sophs had it

50-Yard Dash—-

Toronto

doubt,

what the final outcome would be, but

Diving Competition—for form—

events held there.

no

Har

Both sides worked hard, but

good team play was not much in evi
dence, the goals being for the most
part scored on individual rushes.
considerable
slashing

amount

prevailed

of

A

unnecessary

which

Edgar promptly penalized.

Referee
The final

score was 7-1 in favor of third year.
February

18th—The

long-delayed

game between the second and third
years took place, and was won by the
sophomores by a score of 5-2.

Because

of both teams being so long out of
practice, the game was rather devoid
of brilliant work, and at times was very
slow. This win practically gives the
second year the championship, a title
which they have held since last year.
Basket-Ball—College

Defeats

Galt.

ries in the “Under Water Swim,” easily

The second basket-ball game of the

outdid his opponents, and in the plunge

season was played on Saturday, Febru

for distance he also made a good show

ary 6th, when the College team easily

ing, standing second.

defeated Galt Y. M. C. A. by the score

The other boys
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of 53-27. The game was not fast, there
being no stellar' work on the part of
either team.
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Inter-Year Basket-Ball.
February

nth—First

and

second

The Galt boys seemed to

years met in a game, which resulted in

find trouble in locating the basket, due
they claimed to the floor space being

a score quite the reverse of what was
generally expected.
The freshmen

so much larger than that upon which

have improved wonderfully since last

they were accustomed to play.

fall, and won from the sophs handily,
score 27-20.

It is

very doubtful, however, if they could
do much better on any floor, as our
boys were superior at every point.
Mr. Dingman of Galt acted as referee
and gave entire satisfaction.
forwards,

Reeds,

16th—The

sophs

turned

doubling their score.

For the first half

play was about even, but in the second

Line-up for College—Guards, Hoy,
McKenzie;
Moore.

February

the tables on the juniors, more than

Irvine,

half, the sophomores got away from
their opponents, and led at the finish,
23-11.

February

O. A. C. 47—Berlin 13.

18th—The

fourth

trimmed the freshmen 38-8.
Such was the score.

College found the

year

The first

year began very fast and for a few

Berlin boys rather an easy mark on the

moments the game was in their favor,

evening of Wednesday, February 17th.

but experience soon began to tell; the

The game was fast, but rather too one

seniors took the lead, and kept increas
ing it till the end of the game.

sided to be termed exciting.

Consider

able holding was indulged in by both
Inter-Year Baseball.

teams, which had better been omitted.
The Berlin team caught and passed

February 8th—-The opening game of

well, but could not shoot, and thus

the series was played when the second

missed

year walloped the freshies 25-3.

many

opportunities to score.

The

Our boys found the basket easily; in

sophomores are playing a strong bat

fact it seemed as though Irvine and

ting game this year, and can run bases

Learmonth could not miss it.

Moore

as fast as the most of them, so should

is always fast, and his speed was much

stand well up in the list at the end of
the season.

in evidence in this game, his good pass
ing giving Learmonth and Irvine many

February

10th—The

fourth

year

Guards Hoy and MacKen

gave the dairy students a few pointers

zie effectually broke up the combina

on baseball, winning easily by a score

tion work of the Berlin forwards, stop

of 13-5. The dairy boys improved as
the game progressed, making nearly all

openings.

ping many dangerous rushes.

With a

little improvement in shooting, Berlin
would give our boys a much better ar

their runs in the last few innings.
February 15th—The hardest fought

gument, and on their own floor they

and most

may be able to make things more in
teresting.

took place between the fourth and first

Mr. Jaemitt made an efficient referee.

maintained a slight lead the freshmen

O.

followed close after them, showing
much better form than in any previous

A.

College

team

was—Guards,

Hoy, MacKenzie; forwards,
Lear month; Irvine (Captain).

Moore

years.

game.

interesting game thus

far

Although the seniors always

The score was 14-11.
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Our Old Boys
B. J. Waters, B. S. A., ’02, is farming
at Ivan, in Middlesex County.

A. D. Harkness has, at Irena, one of

He is

the best fruit and dairy farms in the

making good use of the training he re

county, his herd being mentioned by

ceived while at College, in the advance

the Eastern Ontario Dairymen’s Asso

me lit of agricultural conditions in gen

ciation as one of the most profitable in

eral.

He has been elected Secretary of

Eastern Ontario.

Harkness is an asso

the Farmers’ Club, a position in which

ciate of the College, having obtained

a good man always finds any amount

his diploma in 1887.

of work to be done.
Congratulations, Esmond, a boy.
Merritt Baker, B. S. A., ’06, attended
the Horticultural Short Course, held
here in January.

Baker is Chief Fruit

Inspector in Western Ontario for the

On January the 4th, a very pretty
wedding occurred at Ingleneux, Hamil
ton, the home of Mrs. Spratt, when E.

Dominion Government, and is making

G. De Coriolis was united in bonds of

good.

matrimony to Hilda, daughter of Mrs.

He has been instrumental in in

stituting

many

prosecutions

against

Fuller, of MacDonald Hall.
The honeymoon trip included Niag¬

offenders in the fruit industry.

ara, New York and Washington, D. C.,
and return to Cardinal, where Mr. and
We have, this month, to record the

Mrs. De Coriolis will make their home.

death of one of our Alumni, in the per
son of W.
For

S.

Carpenter,

many years

Mr.

been widely known

of

Simcoe.

Carpenter has

as an

extensive

breeder of Shropshires, but about a

Fred. J. Boyd, known to the class of
'85 as “Ted,” is farming at Merrick
ville, paying particular
dairying.

attention

to

year previous to his death, he sold his
farm, which was a fine one, and tra
veled in the interests of the Zenner
Disinfectant

Company.

Coming

to

College in 1884, he took his associate
diploma in 1886, and is remembered as
one of the most popular members of
the class.

George Sanders, B. S. A., ’07, is a
member of the staff of the Entomologi
cal Department of the University of
Illinois.

His official position is that of

Field 'Entomologist, which affords an
opportunity of visiting thousands of
orchards and

greenhouses

throughout the state.

each year

To a student of

C. C. Thom, B. S. A., Demonstrator

Sander’s calibre combined with his acu

in Physics at the College, has been ap

men for investigation and capacity for

pointed Professor of Soil Physics at

work, the present school of experience

the State Agricultural
man, Washington.

will without doubt prove a stepping
stone to things higher.

College,

Pull
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Sanders’ headquarters are at the
State College, Urban a. His classmates
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crop, with Professor PI. G. Bell as
Secretary.
Professor Bell is an oats

will be glad to know that, according to

specialist,

very recent advices, his heart still re

practical experience by a long study of
the subject.
He is in charge of the
small grain work at Ames, and was

mains a willing prisoner, happy in its
captivity, in the fair home it won in
the Royal City.

“Things sometimes

having

supplemented

his

coach of the winning team which car
ried off the trophies at the recent na

turn out as they should.”

tional corn exhibition.
Those who came to College in 1899
will remember their classmate, Geo.

From the enthu

siasm manifested at the first meeting,
and from the happy selection of offi

Dick, and will join with us in congratu
lating him on the happy event which
occurred on Monday evening, Decern
ber the 14th, when he took unto him
self, “for better or for worse,” Miss
Nellie Anderson, of Chicago.

Mr. and

Mrs. Dick will reside at Hensall, On
tario.
We were favored a short time ago
with a visit from Mr. Robinson, of Sal
mon Arm, B. C., where he has a fruit
farm.

He has as neighbors an asso

ciate and a graduate of this College, in
the

persons of

Bowman

and

Percy

Suckling, both of whom entered Col
lege in 1898.

Mr. Robinson is, himself,

an ex-student, coming from Walkerton
to Guelph some few years later.
R. M. Menzies, who came to College
in 1884, has still kept in mind and made
use of the agricultural training he re
ceived here, although he has departed
from the strict and straight path of ag
riculture. He is in business in Victoria,

PROFESSOR H. G. BELL, AMES, IOWA.

B. C., but is also a breeder and exhibi
cers, it is a foregone conclusion that

tor of prize-winning poultry.

the oats growers’ association will soon
At

a

meeting

of the

leading oat

growers of the state, an Iowa grain
growers’

association

was

come to rival the corn growers’ asso
ciation in prominence.

organized

along the lines of the corn growers’ as

While attending the annual conven

sociation, to aid in the improvement,

Lion of the Agricultural Societies of
Saskatchewan, held at Regina, Presi

by breeding and selection, of the oat
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dent Creelman met quite a number of
graduates and ex-students of this Col

was in charge of the horse department
of the Short Course. Hopkins is Vet

lege.

L. G. Bell, B. S. A., ’93, one of

erinary Inspector in Western Canada,

Qu’ Appelle’s best farmers, was in at
tendance, as was also Norman M. Ross,

under the Dominion Department of
Agriculture.
Dr.
Rutherford,
the

B. S. A., ’98.

Ross is in charge of the

newly appointed Deputy Minister of

Forest Nursery of the Dominion Gov

Agriculture, was present, and although

eminent, at Indian Head, and superin

new to the Province is rapidly making

tends the distribution of trees to farm

friends.

ers.

Prairie

to the Honorable Mr. Motherwell, who,

Reforestation was one of the features

notwithstanding the fact that the Legis

of the convention.

lature was in session, found time to pre
side at all evening meetings.

His

illustrated

talk on
Malcolm

Geddes

was present, in the interests of “Farm

Working upwards, we come

HOME OF GEO. H. ROBERTSON, ST. CATHERINES.

and Ranch,” but he is conducting a
correspondence college at Calgary.

G.

A very pretty wedding took place
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Jas.

Curran, ’08, editor of “Farm Crops,”

Patterson, 9 Kirkland Street, Guelph,

represented his paper at the conven

when the Rey. W. G. Wilson joined

tion.

in marriage their daughter Ida Eleanor
with
F.
M.
Logan,
of
Van

He is a new comer in the West,

but looks as if it agreed with him.

J.

Bracken, who was in charge of the

couver.

Short Course and Seed Fair, held in
conjunction with the convention, was

tended

Newman, B. S. A.,

the life of the meeting.

He knew every

ported

body, kept the programme going at all

Logan

times, and was largely responsible for

on their way to Nova Scotia, where

the success of the convention.

they will visit Mr. Logan’s relatives

Dr. A.

G. Hopkins, who took the first two
years of his course here at O. A. C.,

Miss
the
the
left

Eva

bride

of

groom.
the

Pearson

and

Mr.

Ottawa, sup

Mr.
city

before proceeding to
Vancouver.

at

Harold

and

Mrs.

immediately

their home

in
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Winter Mail Service in Prince Edward
Island
BY

T.

C.

JAMES,

CHARLOTTETOWN.

T

IN TWO PARTS—PART I.
HE problem of winter transporta

One hundred years ago the people

tion of mails and passengers be

of P. E. Island were shut up in bliss

tween

ful ignorance during the long winter

P.

E.

Island

and

the

mainland is one of the numerous ques

months.

tions that confront

the

won,

Canada.

the

Lying

Lawrence,

in

with

its

Dominion of
Gulf

red

of

Battles might

kingdoms

rise

be

and

lost
fall,

and
great

St.

men die, but no sound reached them in

sandstone

their isolation.
At length some adventurous spirits

shores laved by its sparkling waters, P.
E. Island is one of the most delightful

essayed communication at the South

summer

side of the Island, where it approaches
Nova Scotia most nearly. In an open

resorts

in

the

world.

But

when winter locks these same waters
in its icy grip the problem of passage

boat, pushing their way between the

becomes

floating ice cakes, they managed under

serious.

Northumberland

Straits do not freeze

across

or

the

favorable conditions to make a crossing

difficulty would not be so great, but

occasionally

during the winter they are filled with

Pictou Island, and

floating ice sometimes

town, in all a distance

in

long

level

fields, miles in extent, sometimes

in

huge boulders, sometimes in smaller
pans which, driven by the fierce winds

from

Wood
thence
of

Islands
to

to

Pictou

about

23

miles.
Needless to say it was with
much risk and difficulty that the voy
age was accomplished.

all

About 1826 attention was turned to

sorts of shapes, pile one upon another,

the Southwestern point of the Island,
where, between Capes Traverse and

and a three knot tide twist

into

and grind each other into fragments.
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Tormentine, the distance from P. E.
Island to New Brunswick is somewhat
less than nine miles.

Here the regular

C.

REVIEW.

these boats the mail bags are placed
and lashed securely. The crew usually

winter crossing was at last established,

consists of four hardy men, one of them
being captain. When, as is now al

and various improvements made 'from
time to time. Despite all efforts hither

ways the case, there are more boats
than one in the expedition, a captain

to made by means of ice steamers, the

is in charge of the squadron, and the

Capes route remains

course

the

last

resort,

when northeast and east winds render
the harbor of Pictou inaccessible

to

steamers.

is

set

under

to

most

direction.

sight on both sides (except in case of
snow storms), much

The mention of ice-boats,

his

Though the land is always clearly in
judgment is re

quired to pick the best ice, allow for

people, calls up a vision of the flat plat

the force of wind and tide, and a hun

form on skatelike runners, which, pro

dred other things which mean all the

MUCH HARD WORK IS EXPERIENCED IN THE CROSSING.

pelled by a sail, skims the level ice at

difference between an easy and pleas

almost any speed.

ant trip and a heavy disagreeable one.

To a P. E. Islander,

familiar with the Capes route, it sug

Passengers of the male sex, together

gests a boat about fifteen

long,

with these boatmen, pass a leather belt

with a somewhat flattened bow, built

over one shoulder (these belts being

feet

as lightly as is consistent with strength,

attached to the boat by a light chain),

sheathed with tin, partly flat-bottomed,

and with one hand on the gunwale of

and furnished, instead of a keel, with

the boat, start

two runners like the

voyage,

runners

of

a

on

dragging

their
the

they

tramp

length of

commodated with a seat in the boat,

steel.

Thus

boat

and

shod

you

have

a

with

sort

of

Ladies

as

sleigh, extending about two-thirds the
the

over the ice.

adventurous

boat

are

ac

where, covered with furs, they enjoy a
delightful mixture

of

rowing match,

amphibious creation, equally fitted for
rowing in water, and being dragged

rough sleigh ride, and a nondescript

over ice as occasion may require.

experience made up

In

of climbing

ice

THE
hummocks,

racing

over

O.

level

A.
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fields,

and he sank to the neck to be speedily

sudden descents into water, and equal

pulled out by means of the towline in

lv sudden hoists out again.

his hand. The chief obstacle encount
ered is lolly, that is snow and ice

When the

day is fine and the ice clean and level
the trip is very enjoyable, but when

crushed to powder.

the ice is covered with deep snow into

three or four feet in depth,

which you sink at every step, the jour

that it is utterly impossible to propel

ncy is fatiguing. Sometimes as you
travel along you meet with thin ice,

the boat through it, yet so soft that one

and without any warning

water.

goes through.

your

foot

But you are attached

sinks in it almost

This is at times

as

so

readily

thick

as

in

If much of this is encountered,

and sometimes it stretches from half a

to the boat and your only risk is that

mile to two miles, if there is no way

of a wet foot, which in the rush and

round it, the trip must be abandoned,

warmth of the exercise no one minds

and the boats return to their starting

much.

place to wait for a more favorable op

On coming to a strip of water.

CROSSING AT

THE CAPES—HALF WAY OVER—A HALT FOR LUNCH
AFTER FOUR HOURS’ HARD WORK.

the bowmen fall back and as the boat

portunity.

is launched all hands scramble in as

when a heavy gale clears a wide stretch

best they may, and either row, if the

of water and raises a heavy sea.

water is clear, or pole with boat hooks

ice boats are not good sea craft and
dare not face very rough water. If,

if there is much floating ice till they

The

same

thing happens
Our

are

however, the lolly is only a strip one

taken in and the bowman jumps out on

boat will be pushed off as far as pos

reach the next field.

Then

oars

the ice towline in hand, and holds the

sible from the solid ice, another pushed

boat steady till all hands scramble out

in behind her, then the crews scramble

on the ice.

over the rear boat into the front one

Then the boat

up, the straps are resumed
journey goes on as before.

is hauled
and

the

The writer

and push and pull the rear

boat

till

they get her in front, when the same

remembers on one occasion that the

manoeuver is repeated till the strip is

bowman jumped on what he thought

passed over.

firm ice, but it proved to be only snow

is a long one, greatly increases the dis

The tide, if the passage
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tance to be covered in crossing, and
sometimes the boats travel
miles

before

shore.

they

reach

15
the

or

16

farther

The distance to be crossed is

considerably

shortened

by

the

fact

that the solid ice (called the “board”

C.
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ice, French borde) forms for a mile or
a mile and a half on each side.

The

time taken in crossing varies from two
hours and a half

to

ten

and

twelve

hours, anything under four hours be
ing considered a good trip.

(This Article concluded in April Issue.)

Domestic Science in Rural Alberta
E. BLENNER-HASSETT.

In

a

“shack,”

well-regulated
on the plains

bachelor’s
of

cracks

where

the

improperly-cured

Western

lumber has sprung, furnish the ventil

Canada, one will find worked out, one

ating system and provide for a free

of the most unique systems of House

circulation of air at all times and in all

hold Science and Adminstration to be

directions.

In this institution

As to heating—the sun on the broad

the bachelor acts as host, cook, hostess,

roof in summer provides far more than

maid, etc., all in one.

he needs and in winter the little sheet

found

anywhere.

He has built his
its

iron stove, set right below the hole

He

in the roof, which acts as chimney,

has planned its heating, lighting, ven

provides a heated area, varying from

own mansion,

and so knows all

construction from cellar to attic.
tilation,

decoration,

equipment,

and

seen to every detail.
The main, and only

building

is

12x14 feet, about fifteen feet at outside
and has a shanty roof.
underlying

principles

one to two feet, around the stove and
also

None of the
of

sanitation

serves

as

a

range

for

his

cooking.
Simplicity and utility are the points
aimed at in the furnishing of this home.
The stove mentioned, a table with no

is

useless polish or spread, a camp-bed,

provided by digging out a hole slightly

a trunk, two nail kegs and four chairs

have been neglected.

Air

space

smaller in dimensions than the build

are all it boasts, except, of course, a

ing, and about six feet deep, and this

hammer and a boot-jack, and sundry

serves, also, as a store-room for pota

cooking utensils.

toes and such other vegetables as his
treeless

garden

produces

gophers have not eaten,

and
as well

Nor

is

the

aesthetic

entirely

neg

the

lected in providing the useful—calen

as

clars, both great and small, dating any

being easily accessible by a spring and

where from 18—to present date, hung

jump from a trap-door in the floor.

from three-inch nails, adorn the walls

A three by five window, never ham
pered with blind,in either end and these,

rare bric-a-brac as saddle, bridles, bits

with a door, the pipe in the roof and

of old harness, slicker and frying pan,

at most regular intervals, also bits of
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ar

to such sad results, and he can soon

ranged about.
Beside building and equipping his

cook an appetizing meal.
He has a
dozen little devices no other house

house other very important things con
front my lord, for he realizes that man

keeper ever dreams of which are great
conveniences:—In serving meals he

must eat and if he eat in that land he
must cook—what?—Oh, mostly bread!

serves the fried potatoes from the pan;
uses granite for all his dishes because

Ah ! many and sad are “The Songs of

more substantial than china; uses same

of

ancient

time,

are

artistically

a Sourdough” before he masters the

cup and pHte for a week or two, then

art of bread-making.

washes it to start a new week on; uses

He purchases a

box of Royal Yeast, carefully cons the

a gopher’s hole outside the door for a

directions by light of his tallow dip,

sink, rather inconveniently for gopher,

and following the directions sets the

but very handy

sponge, covers it with his sheepskin

gathers soiled clothes in a sack and

coat, to keep the temperature right,

washes them monthly, half-yearly or

rises in the morning to find a beauti

never, depending

fully light sponge but a desperately

state of repair.

sticky coat, and as he makes the dough,

wire fence for clothes-line (sometimes

at times the thought of his coat seems

a chinook blows them away, but that

to loom up before him and he stretches

is fate and must be submitted to) ; or

the

vim.

turns his socks with top down when

Perhaps, also, adjectives act as a light
ening agent.

heel wears out and mends his socks—
never!

gluten

with

unnecessary

He tries an experiment on cooking

for him) ;

on

carefully

conditions

and

He also uses a barb

Nor is the ethical side of his nature

cereals and, as the most simply pre

forgotten.

pared takes rice: empties about a quart

friend—and

into a saucepan,

registers away below, he can turn to

covers with water,

He has his music books and
when

the

thermometer

After

his library of a few choice volumes;

a while the dish seems too full, so he

his magazines and Family Herald, with

dips out some: again it is too full! dips

the Primrose corner so interesting to

out more; fills the plates, saucers, cups,

him, and there regale his mind and

frying pan—everything, in a wild ef

bring himself into touch with all the

and sets it on the stove to cook.

fort to keep apace with the rise in

best of the outer world, or if, weary

rice.

of this or too tired to enjoy it, he takes

At last it subsides—-though every

where he looks is boiled rice.

He lives

on rice for days, till he hates all that
looks like it.
His egg experiments, are not much
more

successful.

Heating

a

pan

to stage—by standing the table into
the

arena

of

the

heated area,

then

mounting his chair on that, and so—
here providing his own orchestra music
to help pass the night.

smoking hot, he carefully breaks the

Here in his wild, lonely home he has

egg and stands in stupid wonder gaz

all that man needs to build character;

ing into the empty pan from whence

friends (few, but true), books, music,

the egg has flowed in all directions,

nature and his

and

done their part and we see his life

mutters,

“I

am--

--sure

mother always fried meat that way!”
But all his efforts are not doomed

God, and they have

of sterling character; laying the founda
tion of our great Western laws, where
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it takes strong natures to stand as the

31st, the Houskeeper Class, ’09, enter

pioneers of that mighty land as our

tained the

fore-fathers were of this :

Macdonald at tea.

“Men who do things just for the doing,

ond floor, which was prettily decorated

letting babblers tell the story,

in red, and which presented a most

Faculty

and

Students

of

The hostesses re

ceived in the sitting-room on the sec

Seeing through the nice veneer that
makes the soul,

cheery and hospitable aspect to those
who came in from outdoors.

Have you seen God in His Splendor,

tea-room

the

In the

members, of the

class.

heard the text that nature renders

Misses Blythe, Maddock, Daniels, Ru

The simplest things, the true things,

therford and July an were busily attend

the silent men who do things?
Then listen to the wild,
you !”

ing to the wants of the guests.

it’s calling

During
small

teas

Among

this

term

have

others

the

many

been

on

Misses

pleasant
record.
Hadwyn,

Smellie, Ames, Bonn ell and the mem

The Social Question.

hers of Two In One Class were de
The much postponed sleighride of
the Normal Class, ’io, was at length

lightful hostesses.

realized on the evening of February

son was held on the night of February

6th.

5th.

Huge racks were procured and

loaded

with

men

from

members of the class.

College

The first snowshoe party of the sea
Beautiful weather and favorable

and

amounts of snow were enjoyed, and the

After a moon

party composed of Macdonald girls and
men from the College, report an excel

light drive about town and the

sur

rounding country the party halted at

lent time.

the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Pringle,

was made, and beside a huge bonfire

where

the company made merry over toasted

a

delicious

tremely acceptable.

supper
Finally,

was

ex

after a

few dances the guests drove home, all
reporting a jolly evening.
On

Saturday

afternoon,

January

During the evening a halt

marshmallows.

Songs and tales came

to an end at last, however, and the
weary party retraced

their

Macdonald, tired but happy.

steps

to
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Among Ourselves
esting essay upon “A Dream,” at the

Literary.
The meeting of the Literary Society
on January 30th, was a very entertain

Y.

W.

C.

A.

meeting.

Miss

Edna

Hartley sang in her usual sweet and
charming manner.

ing and pleasing occurrence of its kind.
Stump speeches from the girls were the

Y. W. C. A.

most engrossing subjects brought un
der notice, and the speakers are to be
congratulated upon the fine showing
they made.
Miss
(?)

of

January,

was

addressed by

Miss

Ferguson, who spoke of, as usual, help
fill and practical things, and whose ad

Whitney opened

proceedings

with a most amusing and very instruc
tive

The Y. W. C. A. meeting of the 16th

address upon “Hints to Fu

ture Western Housekeepers.”

dress was intensely interesting.

The

hymns were accompanied by Miss Jean
Flavelle.

As Miss

Mr. H. Allan, a guest at the Conver

Whitney’s remarks were the result of

sat, was able to meet with and speak

experience along the line of her sub

to the girls on the evening of the 23rd

ject they were forcibly expressed and

of January.

attentively

listened

Mr. Allan, who is much

to.

Following

interested in Bible Study advancement,

Miss

Davidson,

confined his address to that subject.

who, hampered by the limits of her

Many helpful hints were thrown out

Miss Whitney came
subject “Nothing,”

made

but

a few

and encouragement to the leaders of

though excellent remarks.

the Bible

Miss Peebles being asked to make a
few remarks upon “Laughing,” con

always,

tented

herself with a

demonstration

and Miss Fleury responded to “Imita

Study

Miss

Classes

given.

Elfreda Rogers’

As
violin

accompaniments were appreciated.
At

the

next

meeting Miss M.

B.

Daniels gave a most exquisite reading,

tions,” with a clever caricature of a

“Blind Bartimaeus,” which was very

notable personage.

much enjoyed.

Miss Hadwyn’s re

The story known to all

marks upon “Helps to the Injured,”
were in keeping, and well to be remem

so well was told in beautiful and touch

bered.

Flavelle and Miss McKeen accompan

The

closing

speech

on

“Lemons,” which Miss Helen Bankier
made interesting, was listened to with
appreciation.
During the

interims

musical

num

ing language, and appealed to all. Miss
ied the hymns.
A Peep Into the Past.
The study hour was over:

It was

bers were, each and all, well rendered.

eight o’clock and the girls at Loretto

A piano duet by the Misses Shand, a

Abbey were thronging the dormitory.

violin solo by Miss Freda Rogers, and

But two of the fair maidens were

a solo by Miss Edna Hartley completed
the evening.

bent on far different affairs than the
mundane practice of getting ready for

14th,

the night and when for a moment the

Miss Mabelle Stuart read a very inter

presiding nun, Sister Camelita, turned

On the evening of February
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her back there was a sudden vacuum'

reached a secluded place beneath her

where a moment before had been two

covers, and dimly wonders what the—

zealous

seldom used staircase of the old monas

she would have done if it had surprised
her in the night.
W. M. F.

tery they fled; out the one time pos
tern door into the dim moonlight. Then

A Rather Expensive Feed.

inmates.

Down a

secluded,

By M. A.

a hasty rush across the courtyard, a
dive behind some outhouses to fetch

“Well! All the foolish people aren’t

up, panting, at the door of—the chick

dead yet,” remarked the sage house

en house!

keeper as she eyed the pale and trembl

“Get a small one,” came a

hasty whisper from one of the conspir

ing juniors.

ators, and an irate click from a dim

turn of mind, so I urged her to disclose

shape a moment later, brought forth an

the

other whispered command,

mark, and thus she did relate :

“Grab

it

Now, I am of an inquiring

feeling which

prompted

that

re

by its feet and swing it slowly.” Silence

“Anyone might know that when the

for a few moments while the chicken

six o’clock car came up and a throng of

threatened to break into vigorous re
monstrance, then, “No go! It’s too

girls laden with baskets of grapes, and

young.

suspicious

looking

square

cardboard

Easier said

boxes and bottles of every description,

than done, but in a few seconds, a de

and contents, meant something more

cided objection being made evident in

than any ordinary six o’clock supper.

a corner showed another victim.

Bet

I knew it did, so at ten o’clock, I was

ter luck this time, and in a few mo

hot on the scent, and I smelled it a

merits

steps

long way off, too, and of course when

chicken

I hung around they had to ask me in!

with

Grab another.”

the
a

pair

retraced

peacefully

their

sleeping

Up the stair and as

“What we didn’t do that night would

far as the chemistry room, where a

not make a good novel, and what we

under control.

momentary shake by the bearer gave

did do-well-those olives ! and

rise to an unlooked for clatter, and the

that cake! ! !

“Sleeping Beauty” opened its rose-bud
beak in a piercing clatter.

“Heavens,

As all good things to eat often come
to a speedy end, this was not the ex

here comes Sister Carmelita!” “What

ccption to prove the rule.

on earth can I do with the brute?”

the camera came into play and we all

“Throw it over the bannister! Hurry!”

climbed on the couch to have a flash

To the ears of the fleeing couple as

light taken.

they hid

behind

long to arrange when every body is

came

dull,

a

convenient piano

Pretty soon

Things always take so

with

talking at once, and no sooner had we

hearty remonstrances in the language

assumed our party expressions, await

of poultry—not fit to be printed, evi

ing the flash, than thump! bang! c-

dently.

chunk! down went the bed and we

a

sickening

Probably

thud

Sister

Carmelita

wonders to this day where the poor

poor mortals with it.

fluttering hen descended

forcibly

pressions left after that, but such as

But Polly Magee’s dreams are

we had we placed in evidence, and the

from.

occasionally

disturbed

so

with

the

thought of what she missed through
that

chicken

awakening

before

it

No party ex

snap shots taken.
That

was

a

Jonah

night

for

us

alright, for lo and behold! what do you
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it

staring circle of gaunt features, with

was Friday night, in Room 13, there

one, as big as life, and twice as natural,

were thirteen of us, and, worse and

in the centre.

worse, that blooming couch

duced an appetizing mess of delight

cost us

thirteen dollars.
An Initiation.

From a buffet was pro

fully (?) large oysters pounded to a
pulp and served ice cold, with castor

Speaking of boarding school,

said

oil

dressing.

dodging,

There

so

with

J-, “reminds me most forcibly of in
itiation night at a western college,

gasp

some years ago, I was among a number

the

of expectant juniors who, with reason,

assistants! ! ! !

down
aid

my

of

was

no

use

an

agonizing

portion

went, with

half

a

dozen

willing

before

To my sorrow the building was large

they could be termed one of the Elete.
My anticipations were amply realized

and roomy, and four flights of stairs,

one night, when shortly after midnight

At the top awaited a toboggan in the

five figures stole into my room, and
seizing me, blindfolded and bore me on

my strapped-on form was well on the

ward and upward.

way to --?

dreaded what was

due

them

Upon reaching the

straight and long, soon met my gaze.
form of a mattress and in a few seconds

noise

double line of phantom shapes that
would put an Indian war dance to

“Doc,” in full evening dress, demand
mg-

shame.

under the

With a mad shove I was hur

ried down the aisle of girls, my flight

brought
me

to

out

This slight (?)

attic through the darkness was seen a

the

Faculty,

respectfully
circumstances

the

rise,

which

was

impos

sible.

being marked by resounding smacks

A cold plunge brought my part of

as each girl demonstrated with a genu

the proceedings to a grateful end, and

ine ebony hair-brush.

Surviving this

I was allowed to crawl home—and die !

ordeal I was formally ushered into a

to

large square room, empty of all save a

“Funeral March.”

the

touching

peals

of

Chopin’s

AT THE WINDOW.
How thick about the window of my life
Buzz insect-like the trible of petty frets:
Small cares, small thoughts, small trials and small strife,
Small loves and hates, small hopes and small regrets.
If ’mid this swarm of smallnesses remain
A single undimmed spot, with wondering eye
I note before my freckled window-pane
The outstretched splendour of the earth and sky? .
—Agnes Bthelwyn Wethcrald
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Much Ado About Nothing
The

seven

wonders

of

Macdonald

Hall:
1. The magnificent voice of Miss—
2. The conversational powers of
Miss L-.
3. The ‘Stings’ of Miss H-.

Miss C.—“My, but it’s slow on Fri
day night, just sitting in the drawing¬
room, both in a chair.”

Advice to O. A. C. Students At the
Rink.

4. The ills of Miss T. I. M-.
5. The

room-mate

who

never

bor

When the band begins and you hap
pen to be talking to a girl you do not

rows pins or hair pins?
6. The borrowing propensity of Miss

wish to skate with, put on a desperate
air, lift your cap, cry madly, “Where

H. W—.
7. The wisdom of the seniors.
The eighth wonder—The President.

can I get a drink?” and dash out of
sight.
Find the Owner.

Miss H. (teaching)—“Mutton is al
ways best when it’s about three years

“Too much fag.”

old.”

“Ah! sa b’ess her.”

Pupil—“Does that mean that it has

“My good man.”

to be killed three years before it’s good
to eat?”

“Gee whizz kid.”

“Be still, oh my heart!”
“Say, fellahs.”

First

Home-maker—“Why

is

a

“Cutie pie.”

blouse called a waist?”
Second

Home-maker

“You make me sick.”

(ripping

out

tucks)—“Because it’s a waste of time
making them.”

“Fiddle baby.”
“Boo ! What does us care for she.”
“And he said!” “Who said?” “Harry

Why are the garments made by the
Home-makers always given to big or
little sisters?

said.”
Miss Y—ng(wiping dishes, after fin
ishing punch)—“Gee, this glass is icy

Miss C. (pulling out crop in cookingclass)—“For goodness’ sake, this chick
en has a blister in its neck.”
Miss M.—“Isn’t that a pretty direc
tory skirt?”

hot!”
-w-

Miss M.—“What colored coat had he
on ?”
Miss

—“Black,

with age.”

which

was

green

He who knoweth not, and knoweth
not that he knoweth not.

McAleer (To Sinha who has reached
across the table)—“I am surprised to

—Is a Freshman.

see a graduate of Calcutta University

He who knoweth not, but knoweth

perpetrating

such

a

breach

of

etc

quette.”

that he knoweth not

Sinha—“But

—Is a Sophomore. .
He who knoweth, but knoweth not
that he knoweth

I

have

been

in this

country some months, I am Canadaiced, Canada-iced.”

—Is a Junior.
He who knoweth, and knoweth that
he knoweth
— Is a Senior.

Le Clair—“That will be good sub
ject for your fourth year thesis.

You

Harley—“There is no money to be
feeding

chickens

sand.
They will, however,
well on clay.”

on

Mr.

Le

Drew

(Economics)—“Of

course, in a case of that description, it
would be necessary for me to give you
my note.”
A. C. Baker—“It would have to be
backed pretty well.”

can experiment on your own.”

by

me whe

upstairs or down?”

S. Neville—“How does Baker make
his hair stand up in so fierce a man
ner ?”

made

Freshman—“Can you tell

ther the swimming contest will be held

light

do very

Mr. Le Drew (Economics)—“What
kind of metal is used to strengthen gold
coins ?”
Gordon—“Alloy.”
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When compared with the splendid ora

The Heroes cf the O. A. C.

ations we hear

You may talk of the heroes of olden
days,
And of present-d*ay heroes, too—

When

Dutch
speak.

Hoffman

gets

up

to

But right in this College are greater
Alexander the Great was a scrapper of

men
Than history ever knew.

note,—
Many men by his strong arm died,

You may talk of John D. Rockfeller’s
wealth-—
Why, his millions are only a joke,
When you think of the fact that each

But he’d surely get licked if he played
in a game
With Tommy Clark on the opposite
side.

student pays
From Auld Scotia’s shores great musi

Two dollars for every smoke.

cians have come,
Now, Daniel was brave in the lion’s
den,

But we’ve one among us who ne’er had
a peer,

(And that only lasted a while),
But the man who could

Sweet singers o’erladen with fame;

room with

And Sandy Maclaren’s name.
^

Th under Presant

^

^

Though their names are not written on

Has Daniel skinned a mile.

history’s page,
Archimedeas and Euclid were wise old

Though their deeds are not known to
fame—

guys,
But Eve just been wondering whe
ther
The man who could pass the Survey
ing Exam.
Wasn’t smarter than both together.

Though the world may not ring with
their praises loud,
Yet they’re heroes just the same.
They continue to eat and still pass
their exams.

In the olden days mourners shrieked
and groaned,
And wept till their eyes were red,—
’Twas

naught

to the

So let’s drink with three times three
To the unknown hero-band that dwells
In our midst at the O. A. C.
—R. F.

grief that the

Third Year showed
When they
dead.

heard

“Adonais”

was

Mr. Thom—“For information on gas
oline and hot-air engines, read John
son’s work on steam engines.”

There were Amazons fierce in the days
of yore,
Who rode forth to fight and to slay—
But watch the Mac girls in a ground
hockey match,

Or vis (criticizing at public speaking )
—“Mr. Orser does not pronounciate his
words very extinctly.”

And the Amazon bunch fades away.
L.—“Can you tell me what the “S”
Old Demosthenes was an orator great
But even his voice would seem weak

stands for on the American coins?”
Ross—“Schartow!”
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METALLIC
CEILINGS
E

HAVE

hundreds

of

artistic

designs

made

from the

finest

quality of soft steel by shilled mechanics who are experts at
the business and who never produce an inferior article.

our ceilings are coated with Tbfltte
zinc enamel. No cheap trash made

Bara "

by us, but we can suppy you with
reliable, perfect fitting, easily erected,
artistic,

and

exceedingly

durable

Metallic Ceilings, that will give erv
during

satisfaction,

at

prices

that

All

Roofing

are no higher than inferior imitiations.

Fire, Lightning
Rust and Storm Proof

COPY OF TESTIMONIAL.

Durable and
Ornamental

The

Metallic Roofing Co., Toronto.
Simcoe, Ont., April 9th, 1908.
Dear Sirs,—We have handled your “Eas':lake” Shingles for nearJy a quarter of a cen¬
tury. They have been on the Court House,
Free Library, and other public buildings in
this town for 18 years. We have used very
large quantities during the past 25 years,
and they have always given first-class satis¬
faction, and have never required any re¬
pairs.”
(Signed)
MADDEN BROS.,
Tinsmiths and Hardware Merchants.

We shall be pleased to quote you
of charge.

prices

Let us know the size of any roof
you are thinking of covering and we
will make you an interesting offer.

Metallic Roofing Go.
Limited

MANUFACTURERS
TORONTO and WINNIPEG

and

submit designs and samples free

Telephone Park 800.

Metallic Roofing' Co.
LIMITED

Manufacturers

Toronto and Winnipeg'.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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ESTABLISHED

1856.

SIMMERS’

“All-Quality” Seeds
Begin

your

operations

in

all

things

nothing is this more essential than

by

establishing

a

good

in the production of crops.

foundation.

In

In this case the

proper Foundations to use are SIMMERS’ SEEDS.
They are “ALL QUALITY.”
Over 50 years’ experience in the business enable us to command a vast field for
selection.

We select only the best.

Our Seeds are Tested and are true to name and

the prices are right.
Send for our 1909 Illustrated Catalogue, the most comprehensive, concise and
easiest for reference of any in Canada.

Sent Free on receipt of postal.

Write for it.

J. A. Simmers, * Seeds, Bulbs, Plants
141-151 King8 Street East, Toronto, Ont.

CANADA’S

BIG

MUTUAL!

A Sound Company for Sound Policyholders
Insurance in Force

-------

Assets, all first class
GEORGE

-

-

-

-

-

-

$51,000,000
12,coo,000

CHAPMAN, General Agent

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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You have heard and read much
about the
superiority of Canadian Grown Seeds.
We are
offering them under our trade-mark.

R. R. R. S.
Reliable Red Ribbon Seeds
We are the only seedmen
in Canada who
grow on their own fields Garden, Flower and
Root Seeds.
If you wish us to send a copy of our fine seed
catalogue and also a package of our Canadian
Grown White Icicle Radish Seeds to your home,
kindly drop us a line.

ONTARIO

SEED

CO.

110 King Street, Waterloo, Ontario
PIONEER CANADIAN SEED GROWERS.
There is a copy of our 1909 Seed Catalogue
for every student at the office of the O. A. C.
Review.
Kindly call for same.
Please give us your name and home address
and we will place them on our index so that
>ou will regularly receive our publications.

THE
HO

ONTARIO
KINO

STREET,

SEED

WATERLOO,

GO.
ONT.

Our Dairy Outfit
Waterous Engine Works Company
BRANTFORD,

CANADA

—Also manufacturers of—

Sawmill

and

Pulp

Machinery,

Engines,

High

Boilers,

Speed

Automatic

Etc.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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Conversation

Overheard

During

a

Hockey Match.
While a Macdonald and Guelph girl

The best cars going
go best on

were struggling for the ball, a young
lady who was most interested in the
game announced in a stage whisper.
“Well, for goodness sake! Just look
at that for combination, two eirls are

DUNLOP
AUTOMOBILE
TIRES

trying after the same ball!!”
Mr. Fulmer—Ferric Oxide is used as
an anecdote in arsenic poison.
Spry (scratching his cranium)—Mr.
Jarvis, will cockroaches kill bedbugs?

The Experimental Dept of this Insti
tution is a strong advocate of Chevalier
barley, as good whisky can be made
from it.

WATERLOO ENGINES
AND THRESHING MACHINERY

The most popular line in the Dominion and used by all progressive farmers and
threshermen. C, We always have on hand REBUILT ENGINES, either
portable or traction, in which we can offer you exceptional values.
Shall we send you our new Catalogue ?

The Waterloo Manufacturing Go. Ltd.
WATERLOO,

ONTARIO.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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Lightest Draft—Plus Greatest Strength
BEAVER

BEAVER GANG PLOW

Draws lighter than an ordinary sulky
(one-furrow) plow, in any soil; and
extra large land wheel makes it run
steady and easy.
Cushion spring on
land wheel axle arm absorbs shock
and lessens strain if the boards strike
stones or stumps.
High beam gives
ample clearance.
Straightener device
is simple and most efficient.
Gang
wheels are always under driver’s per¬
fect control. A boy can do better work
with this gang than an expert with
others. Cuts 18 to 22 inches wide, 4 to
7 inches deep.
Lever regulates depth
and width instantly and to a fraction.
Write for descriptive booklet.

L

IKE every Gockshutt

SULKY

PLOW

sulky plow made for heavy and hard
work.
Beam is extra heavy high-car¬
bon steel, very strong.
Wheels abso¬
lutely dust-proof, always under driver’s
positive control, and arranged so plow
adjusts
itself
automatically
to
any
unevenness of the ground. Extra large
land-wheel makes it an easy plow to
handle.
New
lever
and
spring-lift
raises the plow with little effort. Sup¬
plied with bottoms to suit any soil.
Cuts 7 to 9 inches wide; depth cut reg¬
ulated by fractions of an inch.
Write
for details.

implement, these

usage than they likely will ever have

plows are built to
to stand

stand harder

That surplus strength

doesn't show in the price; it does show in everyday use in the field.
to it

the

value

of over thirty years

experience in designing

Add

practical farm*

implements, and you have the certainty that your plow will draw lighter and work
faster

and

THE

better

if it bears

the Gockshutt name.

GOCKSHUTT LINE

built right to farm right, includes not only
more than 120 styles of plows ranging from
light garden plows to hugh 12-furrow engine gangs, but also all styles of seeders, cultivators
and harrows. Write us for details of the kind of implements the business farmer ought to buy

THE COCKSHUTT

LIMITED

OF BRANTFORD, ONTARIO
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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THE ADAMS WAGON CO. LIMITED
HEAD

OFF.CE

AND

BRANTFORD,

WORKS

CANADA

We build a full line of Farm, Teaming and Logging Wagons, Trucks snd Sleighs, Fruit.
Baggage, Express and Teaming Lorries, Bolster Springs, Hay and Stock Racks and Carts.
Write for Catalogue and Prices, if no agent in your vicinity.

#16 logaltst”
cA

Story

of

United
By

Empire
A.

R.

ILLUSTRATED

Cloth,

Loyalist
DAVIS,
BY
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A.

M.

Pages,

Descendants

in

Canada

C.E.
WICKSON

$1.25

Some Expressions of Appreciation
C. C. James, Deputy Minister of Agriculture:
“I went away for two days’ holiday and took ‘The Old Loyalist’
with me, and read it without a break. I enjoyed it from start to finish.”
Alderman James Holis, Toronto:
“'I have just completed reading ‘The Old Loyalist,’ and am glad to
be able to say I enjoyed reading every chapter. The interest is kept
up throughout. There is not a dull chapter in the book.”
FOR SALE BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

WILLIAM
29-33

BRIGGS,

Richmond

St.

W.,

Publisher
Toronto

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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Atwell Fleming Printing Co.
CATALOGUE

t PRINTING *
Duncan and Pearl Streets,

-

-

TORONTO

W© printed the O. A. C. 1909 Conversazione Programme

—WIRE FENCING—
Owing to the rapid increase in the export business of The Page Wire Fence Com¬
pany, of Walkerville, Ontario, since the introduction of its “Empire” white fencing
for railway, farm and ranch use, it has been thought b2st to have the foreign busi¬
ness handled by a company of a name similar to that of the fencing, and to this end
The Empire Fence Export Company, Limited, has been formed.
It is owned and
controlled by the same people as the old company. The head office and factory will
be at Walkerville, Ontario.

Known in
England
as “(Barter’s
Invieta’’

Sealed
Packages

Rennie*s
Derby
Swede
At all
Dealers

The Biggest Ytelder of them all “DERBYSWEDE”

WM. RENNIE CO., Toronto, Winnipeg, Montreal, Vancouver
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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Government Bulletins a re valuable, but
where they touch Herbageum they are mis¬
leading.
Herbageum cannot be analyzed. A
practical test will show the value of Herba¬
geum.
Every farmer can feed Herbageum
at a profit. When Herbageum is fed to cows
more roughage can be fed, the production of
milk will be greater and the cows will not
get off their feed.
Farmers can easily test
Herbageum and no report or Bulletin can be
as satisfactory as a personal test. Test it on
cows for more milk.
If you have a horse,
steer, or any other animal not doing well, try
Herbageum.

ANALYSIS

ARE

MISLEADING.

The best Stockmen of Canada have made
practical tests of Herbageum and it has not
failed.
We mean such men as D. C. Flatt,
John Orr, Telfer Bros., Matt. Richardson &
Son, R. H. Harding and others of internationall reputation as stockmen. An analysis does
not show any great food -v^Ipe in Herbageum,
but it must be borne in'miruf that Herbageum
is not used for its food value. Its aromatic
qualities enable the animals to thoroughly
digest their ordinary food and by so doing,
extract from that food its maximum of food
value. For this reason analysis are mislead¬
ing.
WINTER

FEEDING

OF

C.

REVIEW.

“Great men are not always wise.”—
V. King.
“A man he was, to all the ladies dear.”
—Fred Edgar.

*jl|
A Good Little Book to Have.
The well-known fence expert, E. L.
Dyer, of Toronto, has written an in¬
structive little manual that tells things
every fence-buyer ought to know be¬
fore he buys.

How to test wire—how

to build fence.

Readers of the O. A. C.

Review have a limited opportunity to
get a copy of this useful book by send¬
ing ten cents (stamps or coin) to Mr.
Dyer, King Street and Atlantic Avenue,
Toronto; but, as the number of copies
available at this nominal price are few,
it would be as well to write for it at
once, and be sure to mention that you
are a subscriber to The O. A. C. Re¬
view.

STOCK.

The feeding of farm stock requires good
judgment as well as good food.
The food
given may be of the very best and the ration
properly balanced, but if it lacks the aroma¬
tic qualities of a good pasture the best results
cannot be obtained.
The best substitute for
those qualities is Herbageum, it is not a food
and practically has no food value in itself,
but given regularly with the ordinary food
ration the very best possible results obtain¬
able from the food given will be secured.
Herbageum is recommended by the
best
breeders for dairy cattle, calves, sheep, pigs,
poultry and horses.

HERBAGEUM.
Herbageum is
not a
stock
food.
An
analysis will show little food value, but when
fed with ordinary food grown on the farm it
makes the food easily digestible, and thus
adds greatly to its value. Impure blood and
nearly all the ills of animals arise from im¬
proper digestion and assimilation of the food.
Herbageum makes animals healthy by assist¬
ing them to digest and assimilate their food.
As a blood purifier and tonic for all classes of
live stock it has been used
by
farmers
throughout Canada for twenty-three years.
It contains no drugs and cannot injure any
animal.

Scott Knitting Co.
Makers of High-grade, Pure Wool Goods.
Sweater Coats, Sweaters, Jerseys, and Athletic
Suits, Hose, Toques, Etc.
Write for Catalogue.

352 Queen Street West, TORONTO.
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No. 2

Find out beforehand the strength difference between Page
Wire Fences and other kinds. Needn’t buy blindfold any
more. Test for yourself—this way:
Make the dealer give you a foot-long piece of the horizontal
wire from the other kind of fence—and a piece from a Page
Fence.
Heat both pieces cherry-red.
then—

Drop them in cold water.

And

Try to bend them—both of them.
The Page wire will be found to have taken such a temper that
it will cut glass. The other wire will bend like sheet-tin and
easier.
That test proves Page wire to be “high-carbon” wire that will
take a temper—which simply means it is high class—lots of
steel in it—hence far greater strength, toughness, power to
stand strain and stand up.
And that test also proves other fence-wire to be merely “hard
drawn” that softens if you try to temper it. Such wire must
stretch too much in Service—must make only saggy fences—
must give out in short order.
Make the test first; you’ll see then why the cent or two more
Page Wire Fence costs per rod is a great investment—because
it gets you a fence that will outlast other kinds two-to-one—
because Page Fence is fully a third stronger than the others.
And you will see, too, that this great strength makes it possible
to stretch Page Fence tighter—and to use fewer posts to hold
it tight. The saving in posts figures 5 to 8 cents a rod—and
yet the Page Fence will be a stauncher fence.
Let us send you a booklet that p-roves why Page Fences wear
best and tells how you can prove fence-quality before you buy
it. Get the booklet from the nearest place of the Page Wire
Fence Co., Ltd., Walkerville, Toronto, Montreal, St. John,
Vancouver, Victoria.
2

“PAGE FENCES WEAR BEST”
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering- advertisements.
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POINTERS
ON SOIL
FERTILITY
Amount of Manure Required
It is, of course, impossible to give any definite rules on this point,
but tests conducted by Agricultural Colleges, Government Experts
and others have proved that a light coating applied by a Manure
Spreader gives much better results than a heavy application by
hand, thus causing a given amount of manure to cover much more
land and acre for acre the land will yield more with the smaller
amount applied with the spreader.

Top Dressing of Field Crops
The Manure Spreader has made possible the top dressing of field
crops which in a majority of cases gives the best results; for the
first rain carries the fertilizing constitutents down into the soil
directly to the roots of the plants, the top coating serves as a mulch
to prevent drying out and also, in the case of fall sown crops, as a
protection in winter.

Manuring

a

Meadow

This can be successfully accomplished by using a Massey-Harris
Manure Spreader. It cannot be done satisfactorily by hand as the
spreading would be very uneven and many large chunks would be
left to find their way into the hay, rendering it almost, if not quite,
unfit for use.

On Pasture Land
A light coating of manure can be applied with this Spreader so as
to greatly improve the pasturage without causing the cattle to
refuse to graze over it as would almost surely result from hand
spreading. Many pastures which were almost worthless have
been reclaimed in this way.

Massey-Harris
Co. Limited
Toronto
Canada
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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GASOLINE
ENGINES
2^ and 4'A H. P.

Made Right
Right Materials
Right Price
No Fan, No Tank, No Freezing, No
Packed Joints.
We are making such an
engine.
Especially adapted for farm
purposes.
Write for Catalogue 16G.

Scott Machine
Company, Ltd.
B. H. Higgins, Secretary

LONDON,

ONTARIO.

Contains 183 Large Engravings
This book cost us over $3,000 to produce. The
cover is a beautiful live stock picture, litho¬
graphed in colors. The book contains 160 pages,
size 6V2x9y2, gives history, description and illu¬
stration of the various breeds of horses, cattle,
sheep, hogs, and poultry. Many stockmen say
they would not take five dollars for their copy
if they could not get another. The finely illu¬
strated veterinary department will save
you
hundreds of dollars, as it treats of all the ordin¬
ary diseases to which stock are subject and tells
you how to cure them.
MAILED FREE. POSTAGE PREPAID.
Write for it at once and answer the following
questions:
1st—Name the paper you saw this offer in.
2nd—How many head of stock do you own?
ADDRESS AT ONCE.

International Stock Food Co.
TORONTO, CANADA,
Sole Manufacturers of

INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
THREE FEEDS FOR ONE CENT
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD, 3 FEEDS
FOR ONE CENT, is a purely vegetable MEDIC¬
INAL preparation composed of roots, herbs,
seeds, barks, etc.
It is equally good and very
profitable to use with horses, colts, cattle, cows,
calves, hogs, pigs, sheep or lambs, because it
purifies the blood, tones up and permanently
strengthens the entire
system, keeps
them
healthy and generally aids digestion and as¬
similation, so that each animal obtains more
nutrition from the grain eaten.
In this way
it will save you grain and MAKE YOU LARGE
CASH PROFITS. You don’t spend money when
you feed International Stock Food. You save
money because the GRAIN SAVED will pat
much more than the cost of the International
Stock Food.
Refuse all substitutes and get
paying results by using only the genuine Inter¬
national Stock Food.

Osha.wa.

THREE FEEDS FOR ONE CENT
You can gain buying from us

F'iror\r,rwrkf everything in the line of Fireproof Building Materials for

11 lreprooi
Building

Exteriors and Interiors. Free

Materials

Catalogue

for

the

asking.

PEDLAR People of Oshawa
Montreal, Toronto, Halifax, St. John, Winnipeg, Vancouver

Dan Patch

Mailed Free

When you write for Stock Book mentioned
above ask for a picture of Dan Patch 1:55, and
it will be included free of charge.

International Stock Food Co.
TORONTO, CANADA.
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AN INVESTMENT
as well as

PROTECTION
So says the Farmers’ Advocate in advising every up-to-date farmer
to carry some form of Endowment Insurance.
The Endowment Policy, after three years, has an actual Cash or
Loan Value.
The Endowment Policy protects both your family and yourself, and
at the same time provides a fund for use in need at any time after three
years. Secure information immediately.

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Co'y
‘Wo better life company in Ganada.’*

Gbe traders Sank of Canada
ASSETS

OVER

THIRTY-THREE

MILLIONS

($33,000,000).

WYNDHAM STREET

SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO FARMERS’ BUSINESS
The

Loans Made.
Most Favorable

Deposits Received.
Rates and Terms Given.

$1.00 NA/ill Open an Account
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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The—=
Metropolitan
Bank

—

Through our Employment De¬
partment we placed in positions,

Capital Paid Up

during 1908, 1,528 stenographers,

Reserve and Surplus

in Toronto alone.

Total Assets Oyer

-

-

-

$1,000,000
-

-

1,241,532
7,500,000

Similar departments are main¬
tained at all our branches.

They

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

are a great convenience to busi¬

INTEREST ALLOWED ON

ness men, and the service is free.

UNITED TYPEWRITER CO.

DAILY BALANCES

Guelph

Branch.

Limited

.

Adelaide St* East, Toronto

T. G. McMASTER, Manager.

1 King Washing Machine
Manufacturers of

Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

DOORS

LUMBER

SASH

LATH and

FRAMES

SHINGLES

All Kinds of

All kinds

BUILDING

Bill Stuff, Etc.

MATERIAL

The H. A. CLEMENS Co. Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

Washing Machines, Stair Building and Interior Fittings a Specialty
Phone 50.
Please mention the O. A.

GUELPH, CANADA.
C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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IF YOU

^

APPRECIATE
GOOD VALUES
You will be sure to buy your

SHIRTS, TIES, COLLARS,
AND

FURNISHING

Here.

HATS

GOODS

The choicest stock in the city.

My Tailoring Department is one of the most reliable in the trade.

First-class, stylish
clothing made to fit perfectly, and satisfaction always assured. See my stock of fine up-todate goods. Only one price. Goods marked in plain figures. Be sure and give me a call

R. E. NELSON
Next Traders Bank.
Just above the Post Office.

Men’s Furnishings
Hats and Fine Tailoring

Dominion Bank
GUELPH
Total Assets

A

General

$49,000,000

-

Banking

Business

Transacted.
Savings

Bank

Department

in

connection with all offices of the
Bank.
Deposits of $1.00 and upwards
received.

Bankers for the O. A. C.
Manager Guelph

Branch

■ :

:

.

H. C. SCHOLFIELD
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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First to sholfr the
Fashions in Guelph
MacDonalds'

—

For many years the leaders of fashions in Guelph, this
store has always appealed strongly to practical women
through the refined character of its styles and thoroughly
serviceable quality of its goods.
Whether it is an outer garment or a piece of cloth you want, a bit of dress finery or a
hat—whenever any need of the wardrobe develops, you will best satisfy that requirement by
coming here.
Our customers KNOW that our styles are correct—that MacDonalds’ Garments, Millinery and
Fabrics are produced by the strictest observers of fashion; and our customers have reason to place
equal confidence in our methods of selling—they know, also, that in this store they are offered the
BEST of everything for the LEAST that can buy it.

D. E, MACDONALD <£ BROS.
GUELPH, ONTARIO, CANADA.

#

4*

#
#

4*
#
#

Boys! Send Your Parcels

-

to the

|
^

BIG LAUNDRY!

4*
4*

And get the Discount.
We allow 15% to College Boys. You will find
that they will use you right, and if anything is wrong let us know.

4*
#

Wagon Calls at the College Mondays and Wednesdays

if
if

4$

if

4*
4*

Guelph Steam Laundry |
80 NORFOLK STREET.

#

#>
$**$$****#$**$*?#**$*«***$**$
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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Don’t get nervous, this is only

the yell of class onety-one.

Physical Director Reeds (whilst at

Windsor Sail
is the favourite among butter-makers.

Ayr with the hockey team, was greatly

It readily dissolves,

struck on the Hotel maiden, said he)

salting the

butter uniformly — giving

—Gee! But she’s a staunch one.

a

delicious tastiness.

Professor

Graham—“Mr.

Rodgers,

what would you feed a flock of hens
at this time of year?”
Rogers—“Bran mash, sir!”

of Windsor Salt goes
If

farther — and

you’re a
stranger

does

better work than
to

re of any

this pure,

other salt.

perfect Salt,
your grocer for a bag?

His Conscience.
Angle to Coke—I was

showing

a

That bag will make you

photo of yours to some friends to-day,

want Windsor Salt all the!

and one of them said, what a hand

time.

Get it to-day.

some fellow!
Coke—That’s a lie !

THE WORLD’S BE$T|

CREAM
SEPARATORS

SHIELDS

KING OF THEM ALL
Are built more
thoroughly, skim more
rcream, run with less power
"and have more practical im¬
provements than all other makes combined.
U.S. Cream Separators have been built
for the past 17 years by a company having

Forty Years’ Experience
in the manufacture of dairy
appliances and nothing
but the best material
obtainable and highest
class of workmanship
poss'ble are contained
in their construction.
No dairyman can
afford to be without
our beautifully illus¬
trated, large catalo¬
gue No. i ■;
Send
^for it to-day.

VERMONT FARM MACHINE 1
CO., Bellows Falls, Vt.
Canadian warehouses
at Montreal, Calgary
and Winnipeg.

Every O. A. C. student should
have a shield of his Alma Mater.
These beautiful shields are made
in solid bronze, showing the college
crest in relief, mounted on an oak
base (16 x i6j^ ins.).
No more
handsome piece of decoration could
be found than one of these for a
hall, den or dining room.

The Price is $5.00

Ryrie Bros.
Limited
134-138 Yonge Street, Toronto

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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The Bond
Hardware
Co.,

XXV.

Students’
headquarters
FOR

Sporting
Goods

Ltd.

ALSO

Everything in Hardware

GUELPH

“Our Prices Always Right”

Foreign Advertisers
in

the

O. A. C.

Review

Should seriously consider whether they can refrain from advertising in

The Guelph Weekly Mercury
The Weekly Mercury was established 1854, and has a sworn circulation
of 4,844 copies per issue.
Its clientele embraces the most progressive
farmers and stock breeders in one of the oldest and best agricultural
sections in Canada.
An advertisement in the Weekly Mercury always brings paying results.

j. j. mcintosh.
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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Who is that very plain lady near the
door?
That’s my wife.
I mean the one standing beside her!
That’s my daughter.
No, I mean the one on the other side!
That’s my other daughter—and then
he fled.

C.

REVIEW.

Lalontaine’s Establishment
95-7 Quebec Street E,, Guelph, Canada

FURS

Baldry (to Stock-food agent at Win

To order, Furs
repaired, re¬
modeled. Goods
called for or de¬
livered, any part
Canada or U.S.A

ter Fair)—Any carbo-hydrate in that

Sole agents for

stuff?

The House of
Hobberlin,
Toronto

Agent—O’ no sir,

nothing of that

sort, I assure you.

Tailors to the
Canadian
Gentlemen
Main—Say! When is a sheep-tick a
hog?
Howell—Can’t say !
Main—When

it

tries

to

swallow

Doc’s dog in one gulp.

Cannot be equal¬
ed
for Price,
Style and Finish
Suits to order
from $15 00 up.
We also carry a
full stock of
Hats and Caps.

Is there some¬
thing here you
would likeP
Roquefort or Cream
Cheese
Olives, Biscuits, Bovril
Oysters,
Fruit
Chocolate
Quality the first consideration at

Benson Bros.
GROCERS
Please mention the O. >* . C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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FURS

We would like the boys to visit our store—UPPKR WYNDHAM
STREET.

Civility being part of our business, and business to

to us is a pleasure, you
you require anything in

are not

called

on to buy, but should

our line you will surely get value at

THE GOLDEN FLEECE.

Style and endurance is what we aim

at in Fine Tailoring, and we rarely miss the mark.

Keleher & Hendley
Model Merchant Tailors
FINE

FURS.

Fur-Lined Coats a Specialty

"We are thoroughly sincere in our belief—and we
have seen nothing to shake it—that every basis
for comparison proves our

WE HAVE A VERY COMPLETE

Suits, Topcoats and Over=
coats for Men at

$8.50 to

STOCK OF

Entomological

$25

infinitely superior to most
ready-for-service
garments sold at these prices.
IF YOU COMPARE FABRICS you will find that
•ours are chosen with an eye to individuality of
pattern as well as durability.
IF YOU COMPARE MODELS you will find all
the difference between characterless clothes and
the distinctive creations of our trained designers.
IF YOU COMPARE TAILORING you will note
the marked inferiority of garments “turned out”
by wholesale manufacturers to those so carefullv produced by our own skilled tailormen.
IF YOU COMPARE PRICES you will find that
notwithstanding the foregoing differences we
ask no more than others.

(Made To Measure If Preferred.)

Thornton & Douglas
(LIMITED.)

- AND -

Botanical
Supplies
For Students.

At Students’ Prices

Alex. Stewart
CHEMIST

NEXT TO POST OFFICE

Clothing Manufacturers.
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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^gSORBINE
Cure9 Strained Puffy Ankles,Lymphangitis
Poll Evil, Fistula, Sores, Wire Cuts, Bruis¬
es and Swellings, Lameness, and Allays
Pain Quickly without Blistering, removing
the hair, or laying the horse up. Pleasant
to use. $2.00 per bottle at dealers or de¬
livered. Horse Book 5 D free.
ABSORBING, JR., (mankind,$1.00 bot*
tie.)For Strains,Gout,YaricoseVeins,Var¬
icocele,Hydrocele, Prostatitis, kills pain.
W. F. YOUNG, P.D.F., 177 Monmouth St., Springfield, Mass.

SAWDOW
DEVELOPERS

LYMAN, SONS & CO., Montreal, Canadian Agents.

Manilla, Ont., Feb. 22nd, 1908.

Whitely Exercisers

Dear Sir,—I have just used one bottle

Striking Bags

of your ABSORBINE.

Boxing Gloves

I had a three-

year-old registered mare that brought
on a very bad Bog Spavin, so I started
with a remedy of my own, and it was
no good.

Fencing Foils, Etc.
Razors and Pocket Knives

I saw ABSORBINE adver¬

tised, and got a bottle of it, and in two
weeks it took it out clean, and I can
sell her for $300.00 to-day.
Respectfully yours,

McMillan bros
Phone 31.

20 Wyndham St.

Wm. Whetton.

J. D. McKEE
Phm. B.
HEADQUARTERS

FOR.

COLLEGE
TEXT BOOKS
We sell the best makes of Shoes, The
Walk-Over, Geo. A. Slater INVICTUS, the
Beresford, the ART, and many others.
We AIM TO PLEASE.

Give us a call.

KNECHTEL’S
SHOE

PARLOR

Opposite the Winter Fair Building.

We carry the largest and most complete stock
of College Text Books in the city.
We are agents for the Famous

Waterman Fountain Pen
J. D. McKEE, Phm. B.
Phone

66

If 18 WYNDHAM STREET,

GUELPH.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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me jgeU fiarw
RECOGNIZED AS CANADA’S BEST.
Ask for our Free Catalogue No. 71.

The Bell Piano and Organ Co. Ltd.

MAKES
EVERYBODY
A MUSICIAN

GUELPH,

0. A. C.
Students

.

LARGEST

ONTARIO.
MAKERS.

The Only
Place
That carries the full stock
of all Text Books required
at the College and Mac¬
donald Institute.

Will find the biggest Book¬
store in Guelph on Upper
Wyndbam Street.

PI

-

CANADA’S

MFI

I

W. I_. I N L_ L_L_L__Oj

PHONE 45
ABOVE POST OFFICE

GO TO

PETRIES The Dowler Co.
DRUG STORE
For Medicines and
Toilet Articles
Seed Bottles, Etc.
Headquarters

in

Guelph

for

all

kinds

Clothiers and
Furnishers
We pay particular attention

of

to this

branch of our business.
Modern
methods
and
moderate
prices go hand in hand in the building
up of our ever increasing clothing busi¬

Photographic Supplies
Films developed and Prints made.
Latest
designs in Comic and Picture Post Cards.
Remember the place

Petrie’s

Drug Store

Lower Wyndham Street.
Please mention the O.

ness.
Suits ready to put on,

of our own

make, or made to your measure.

The Dowler (Bo.
107 WYNDHAM ST.

A. C. REVIEW when answering- advertisements.
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The Leading
Furniture Store
Supplies the wants of the
in Bookcases,
Small Tables, Rocking
Chairs, Handy Shelves,
Etc.

Students

No order too large or too
Headache, eh? Complete brain fag? Dizziness?
Think it’s biliousness ?
Maybe it is; then maybe
it ain’t.

P’RAPS

IT’S

YOUR.

EYES

We can tell you, and, if needed, supply the glasses
at a fa:r, honest price. Another important fact—
they will be correct in every particular; so cheer up.

A. D. SAVAGE
GUELPH’S EXCLUSIVE OPTICIAN

Phone 571,

21 Wyndham St,, Guelph

V'i^ Vi'S* Vij? v** Vji^ Vi*

Vi*

small to get
attention.

THE

our special

BARGAIN FURNI¬
TURE STORE.

Grant & Armstrong
Just above the Post Office.

vis*

SUCCESSOR TO

R. B. Kennedy
Photographer
The best place to get
a good Group Photo¬
graph or a Portrait of
yourself. £5
£5
£3

PHONE
^ ^
Vj^ vi^

498

vi* v** v** v^ v** Vis*

^ ^
Vi'S* vis*

SamLeeHing
SAY, BOYS!
Patronize the Big
Laundry.
Only
expert workmen
employed. Work
done by hand only
College Calls Made Monday,
Wednesday and Friday

James R. Wong
Phone

547 St. George’s Sq.
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CENTRAL Brown-Lee’s Scalprub
Book Store
REMOVES DANDRUFF

Is Unequalled for the Cure of Dandruff, Scaly
Eruptions and Itching of the Scalp.

It acts entirely different to the ordinary dand¬
ruff cure, as it removes all the diseased skin
and dandruff off the scalp in a very short time
after commencing to use it, leaving the hair and
scalp in a perfect, healthy condition.
Stops itching of scalp in a few applications.
It does not darken fair hair, is neither greasy
nor sticky.
Text Books, Exercise Books, Foolscap
Sometimes the hair is too oily, sometimes
Writing Pads,
harsh and dry, but all-points to a diseased scalp;
the most common one is usually known as
Up-to-Date Note Papers and
Envel¬
Dandruff, a disease which, if not stopped in
opes, Papetries, Etc., Etc.,
time, ultimately destroys the hair altogether.
Bibles, Hymn Books.
You should not neglect to keep the hair clean;
j it is not very pleasant to see a gentleman’s coat
Books
by
Standard
Authors,
Poets,
collar whitened or a lady’s hair powdered with
Prayer Books,
dandruff.
Brown-Lee’s Scalprub does not contain alco¬
In fact, everything' kept in a well-ordered i
hol of any kind. Is easy to use.
Rook Store.
Sold by all druggists.
Opposite where the Street Cars stop.

PRICE 35 CENTS AND $1.00 PREPAID.
SAMPLE

C. ANDERSON & CO.

FREE.

Tirovon - Lee Company, Limited
GUELPH, ONTARIO,

POTASH
-u

j. i aag«a—a—

Is an indispensable ingredient of a
Complete Fertilizer and has absolutely
no substitute.
POTASH may be had from all
leading fertilizer dealers in the highly
concentrated forms of

MURIATE OF POTASH

TORONTO
Will be pleased to handle your shipments of
Poultry, Putter, Eggs, cApples, Honey, Beans
and other farm produce, and they can get you
as good prices as any other firm in Toronto.
Correspondence solicited.

The Dawson Commission Co.
TORONTO.

^ Stamps Furnished.

- AND -

SULPHATE OF POTASH
Copies of our publications which
include “Tabulated Results of Fertili¬
zer Experiments,” “The Potato Crop in
Canada,’’ “Fertilizers, Their Nature
and Use,” “Fertilizers for Hay and
Grain Crops,” “Fertilizers for Root
Crops and Vegetables,” etc., will be
mailed free to any address in Canada.
THE

GROCERIES
Are always Fresh, Wholesome
and Strictly First Class.

DOMINION

AGRICULTURAL OFFICES OF THE
POTASH

... OUR ...

SYNDICATE

Room 1105 Temple Bldg.

JACKSON & SON

Toronto, Canada

17 Lower Wyndham.

Telephone 112,

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when. answering advertisements.
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Our Business

PRINGLE

is cMens Wear

&f>e Jeweler

Young Men, come here for up-to-date Clothing,
Hats, Caps, and Furnishings.
Oak Hall Clothing is sold in 2,000 stores in
Canada. Come on in!

Cummings' Oak Hall Store

XMAS
Before purchasing your Xmas Gifts this
season, it will pay you to call and see our
well assorted, and carefully selected stock.
Our stock of imported sterling siJver and
ebony goods is unsurpassed.
Every article purchased from us engraved
free of charge.
Ask the street car conductor to put you
off at the

Wellington Jewelry Hall
UPPER WYNDHAM STREET.

RICHARDSON & SCARLETT

Albert Reinhart
Successor to A. Matthews
Manufacturer of

High-Class Minerals and
Aerated Waters
Syphon Soda Water a Specialty.

DUNDAS ROAD,

-

GUELPH

If You Want a First Class Job in

PLUMBING, GAS, STEAM OR
HOT WATER FITTING
—GO TO—

FREDERICK

Fountain Pens
O.

A.

C.

and

all qualities
Rubber Stamps

Macdonald

Institute

College Pins.

The Busy Bookstore
Students will find here a full line of
TEXT BOOKS AND SUPPLIES
AT LOWEST PRICES.
COM¬
PLETE LINES OF FOUNTAIN
AND STYLOGRAPHIC PENS,
INK, NOTE BOOKS, ETC.

Scott & Tierney
The Electric
Boiler Compound Co. Ltd.
GUELPH, ONT.

Walker’s Electric Boiler Compound
High Grade Lubricating Oils, Greases, Pack¬
ings, Belt Lacings, Flue Scrapers, Etc.

CRYSTAL CREAM SEPARATOR OIL
A

SPECIALTY.

SNOWDRIFT
PEOPLES
MAPLE LEAF
Three well-known Brands of Flour

SMITH

QUEBEC STREET.
PROMPT ATTENTION TO ALL JOBBING

PHONE 337.

Entomological Supplies*
Magnifying Glasses,

Ask for them and be sure you get them.

THE JAMES GOLDIE CO. LIMITED
GUELPH,
Telephone

OrsIT.

499.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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WATERS BROS.
HAVE BOUGHT OUT

The Chas.

Chapman Co.’s, London

COMPLETE STOCK OF

NATURE

-REFERENCES

STUDY SUPPLIES

Entomological Pins, Insect Boxes, Collecting
Cans, Nets, Spreading Boards, Cyanide and Seed
Bottles, etc.
Lowest Prices.
Mail orders will
receive careful and prompt attention.

Waters Bros., 41 Wyndham St. Guelph

STUDENTS

Agricultural

At Guelph, Truro, St. Anne de Bellevue, Win¬
nipeg, and the trade generally.

NOTICE'

Requiring Programmes, Invitations,
Visiting Cards, Letterheads or print¬
ing of any kind will do well to see

Colleges

GO TO THE

Hub Barber Shop
Two doors west of Queen's Hotel

our samples and get our prices.

West Market Sq., Opp. Winter Fair Bldg.

Kelso Printing Co.

For something you do not get every
place, clean towels for everyone. First
class work guaranteed.

Tovell’s Block, Upstairs.

GEO.

Opposite Post Office.

LEE WING
CHINESE

LAUNDRY

The Best Work in the City.
132 Quebec Street, Opposite Chalmers’
Church, Guelph, Ontario.

TELEPHONE 508.

H. Occomore & Co.
SHEET

METAL WORKERS

Heating and Ventilating Contractors
Dairy

Supplies,

Kitchen

Furnishings

Stoves, Rangers, Granite and Tinware

A.

LEADSTON, Proprietor.

NcHUGH BROS.
26 Lower Wyndham St.
Are prepared to supply students with
the finest range of Pipes, Tobaccos,

Cigars, Cigarettes, Pouches, Etc.
at prices consistent with quality.
The finest assortment of goods shown
in the city.
Come in and see us.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

HARDWARE
AND SPORTING GOODS
AT LOWEST PRICES

A complete stock.

, -

126 Wyndham Street
’Phone 328.

Guelph

G. A. RICHARDSON
Upper Wyndham St., Guelph

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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IMPORTED

Clydesdale

Stallions

and Fillies, Hackneys, Shetland Ponies
Your choice at moderate prices.
For particulars apply to G. A. BROD1E
BETHESDA, Ont.
Stations: Stouffville. G. T. R.
Claremont, C. P. R.
Gormley, C. N. R.

C.

REVIEW.

Dress Oft Bespeaks the Man
Then why not let your tailor give you the
BENEFIT that a properly-dressed man has over
his less favored competitor.
We make the BEST for the LEAST money,
and impart an INDIVIDUALITY to every man’s
garments.
Our new fall goods are now to hand. Call and
inspect them.

d. f\. SGOTT

Independent Telephone Service.

Designer of Men’s Garments.

Smith & Richardson College Men
COLUMBUS, ONT.
IMPORTERS OF

CLYDESDALE HORSES
This year’s importation is by far the best
bunch we ever landed, among them the Toronto
and Ottawa winners.
R. R. Stations—G. T. R., Oshawa and Brooklin. C. P. R., Myrtle.
Long Distance Phone at Residence.

Are usually particular about their appearance.
They demand character in their clothes.
We make the Kind of Suits and Overcoats
that give a man that well dressed appearance
so much desired.
We make the clothes to fit the man; TAILOR
individual style and shape into them—and our
prices are right.

R. J. STEWART
Phone 456.

Dunrobin Stock Farm
Clydesdales, Shorthorns, Yorkshires.
A choice collection of the above line of stock
always on hand.

Donald Gunn & Son, Proprietors
Beaverton P.O. and Station, G.T.R. and C.N.O.R.

19 and 21 Quebec St.

Spragge’s Livery
26 DOUGLAS STREET

LIGHT LIVERY, HACKS
Carryalls, Tally Ho.

King Edward Barber Shop

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

Headquarters for a first-class shave and hair
cut or shoe shine.

CHAS. BOLLEN,

Phone 41a

Proprietor
W. J. Stevenson

Phone 143

Andrew Malcolm

STEVENSON & MALCOLM CO.

Pine Grove Stock Farm
Rockland, Ontario, Canada,
BREEDERS OF

SCOTCH SHORTHORNS
and

SHROPSHIRES

W. C. EDWARDS & CO.
Limited, Proprietors.
JAMES SMITH, Superintendent.

CONTRACTORS
For Steam and Hot Water Heating
Ventilation and Hydraulic Engineering
Plumbing and Gas Fitting
Specialties in Sanitary Appliances.
Upper Wyndham Street

J.

DRYDEN

Maple Shade farm,

Guelph, Ont.

(EL SON
Brooklin, Ont.

Home of the oldest and largest herd of Cruickshank Shorthorns in America.
Shropshire flock founded 1871.
Stations—C. P. R , Myrtle, 3 miles.
G. T. R., Brooklin, I 'A miles.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIETW when answering advertisements.
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BROADFOOT’S

D. M. FOSTER, L.D.S., B.D.S.
DENTIST

Red Cross
Pharmacy

COR. WYNDHAM AND MACDONNELL STS.
Over Dominion Bank.
Telephone 14.

Phone 381

POST CARDS

POST CARDS

Everything- right up to the handle in Post
Cards.
All
the
latest
Magazines—Saturday
Evening Post, Ladies’ Home Journal, Daily and
Sunday American Papers, Toronto Morning and
Evening papers.

Daly's, West St. George's Square
NEXT DOOR TO RED CROSS.

XXXV
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St. George’s Square.

NOTICE
The best and most convenient Barber Shop for
O. A. C. Students.

WM. COON, ST. GEORGE’S SQ.
Street Cars every 15 minutes.
No waiting.

Three chairs.

The New Flower Store

The College Boys Always Go to The

Come in and see our stock of Chrysanthe¬
mums, Roses, Carnations, Smilax, etc.
Cut Flowers a Specialty.

Opera House BarberShop

GEO. DUNBAR, 99 Quebec St. East.

First Class Work
Guaranteed.

GUTHRIE & GUTHRIE
Barristers, Solicitors and Notaries
DOUGLAS ST., GUELPH
Donald Guthrie, K.C.

r.

h.

Hugh Guthrie, K.C.

McPherson

Hair Cut, 15c; Sat., 5c Extra.
Close 7 p.m.

G LOTH E S
Cleaned, Pressed and Repaired by Practical
Tailor.
Phone 496. We call for and deliver.

GHflS,

f\.

HIGH-CLASS PORTRAITS
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS.
Stewart McPhie

KUTT

43 Quebec Street.

Telephone Building

GITY SHOE STORE
Try us for Sporting Shoes of all kinds.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

W. L. KEdIL,
Cor. WYNDHAM ST. and MARKET SQUARE.

-

Guelph, Canada.

GO TO

J. A. McCRAE & SON
WYNDHAM ST., GUELPH.

LEE LEE 6c GO
Opera House Block

Will call and deliver Washing
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

Square, Guelph

MAHONEY

FOR CHOICE GROCERIES

O. K. LAUNDRY
MarKet

W. A. Mahoney

&

ARCHITECTS
Phones: Office, 215; Residence, 237.

Shave 15c.

Upper Wyndham Street, Guelph.

Proprietor.

The Burgess Studio

MePHIE

BARBER

G. MePHARLANE

HAND

LAUNDRY

Goods called for on Monday, and returned on
Wednesday. We guarantee best work in Guelph.

Prompt Service

O.

Phone 458

R. WALLACE

Fine Commercial and Society Printing
New and Enlarged

^ Copk Street, Guehh

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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IN ALL LINES OF

#

Confectionery

#
#
<#

#

#

#
#

#
#

#

#

Our Ice Cream
and Candies are

#

#

Dainty
Delicate
Delicious

#

#

4*
#
#
<#

#

<BS$iS

#

#

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

TRY THEM!

#

4*
#

The Kandy Kitchen

#

#
#
#

Lower Wyndham Street,

Guelph

#

Please mention the O. A.

C.

REVIEW when answering advertisements.

#

50 SWXTZLPI/ANDS
IN ON^

(anadian

Aormne

ROCKY

[toNTAirg
Near Lake Louise Hotel, in the Canadian Rockies,
is this wonderful Morain Lake.

Words fail te tell

of the beauty cf this region, which is one cf the
Send for
“ Challenge of the
Mountains.”

scenic marvels cf the world.

Here a moSt delightful

vacation may be enjoyed.

A paradise for the

mountaineer,

geologist,

naturalist

and mineralogist.

COMFORTABLY REACHED BY THE
LUXURIOUS TRAINS OF THE

Honest Gapacity
Cream Separators
Capacity is an important consideration in the purchase of
a cream separator.

It enters largely into the cost and value of

the machine, and there is no way of properly gauging either
without reference to it.
A large capacity machine separates the same amount of
milk in just so much less time.

This saving of time means

something in dollars-and-cents every time the machine is used.
It means a great deal in the course of a month or a year. More¬
over the wear of the machine is just so much less and it lasts
that much longer.
But capacity must always be determined with CLEAN
SKIMMING under the PRACTICAL, EVERY-DAY USE
CONDITIONS,—with ordinary separator speed, cows old as
well as fresh in lactation, milk cool as well as warm, and thick
as well as thin cream.

Capacity means nothing if any of these

conditions have to be sacrificed to obtain it.
Hence capacity marks one of the BIG DIFFERENCES
between the “ALPHA-DISC” DE LAVAL and other cream
separators.
ditions.

The DE LAVAL machines fully meet these con¬

All other machines either lack the capacity “claimed”

for them or can only reach it through sacrifice of one or other
of the important practical use considerations named.
A DE LAVAL catalogue makes plain the reasons for this
difference and is to be had for the asking.

De
173 - 177 William Street
MONTREAL

14 and 16 Princess Street
WINNIPEG

